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CHAPTER 11X 

GENEBAL TRANSCENDENT KNOWLEME

If there is or if there is to be a higher

integration of human living, then it will be known only

through a knowledge that goes beyond the various types that

hitherto have eagaged our attention. But if the new know•

ledge is to be aontinuous with the ou, then it will conform

to the basic characteristics with whieh we have become

familiar.

Perhaps the most fundamental of these character-

istics appears in the distinction between a heuristic

structure and its determination. The simple fact that man

knows through intelligent inquiry and rational reflection,

enables him to d.et!irmine in advance certain general

attributes of the object under investigation. So the

methods of the empirical sciences rest on the anticipation

of systems of laws, of ideal frequencies, of genetic opera.-

tors, of dialectical tensions. So the metaphysics of pro-

portionate being has been conceived as an implementation of

integrated heuristic structures of empirical science. So

the present chapter on general transcendent knowledge is
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concerned to determine what we cam and do know about

transcendent being prior to the attainment of an act of

understanding that grasps ha t eny transcendent being is.

To employ the terms that wi_11 be more familiar to many,

the present chapter is oonmerlied vwith the knowledge of God

that, according to St. Thomas Aquinas, consists in knowing

that he is but not what he is

1.	 The Notion of Tran.scendence

Commonly transcend nee 18 opposed to immanence,

and then the simplest wara7 to -understand the opposition is

to begin from the ordinary view that knowing consists in

looking. For on that riavi the ramt of error is somewhat

disconcerting: either error consists in seeing what is not

there or else it consists ill mot see ing what is there.	 But

if the first look is errote cum, th_e second, third, fourth,

or nth may err in the sane or in some different fashion.

Which is to be trusted? Is eny to be trusted? Does not

certitude require the possibility of some super-look in

which one can compare the object to be looked at and the

object as seen? 'Would not the amp x-look be open to exactly

the same difficulty? Obviouelyi it would, and so one is

brought to the conclusion that knowing is immanent not

simply in the ontologioal sense that knowing occurs within

the knower but also in -the epi.stersclogical sense that

nothing is known except the oc:3ntent immanent within the act

of knowing.
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A first step towards trensmendenee, then, is

reject the mistaken supposition that knowing consists im

taking a look. After all, even the above argument for

invaanence is not a matter of leaking but a matter of

understanding and judging, and ao anyone that appeals to

the above argument to affirm epistenologieal immanence

might better appeal to the fact that he argues and so be

led to reject the major premis4 of the argument. Counter.

positions invite their own reversal.

It a more general sense, transcendence means

"going beyond". So inquiry, insight, and formulation do

not merely reproduce the content of sensible experience

but go beyond it. So reflection, grasp of the unconditiomed,

and judgment are not content with mere objects of supposing,

defining, considering, but go beyond them to the universe

of facts, of being, of what tray 18 affirmed and really is•

Moreover, one can rest content with knowing things as

related to us, or one can go beyond that to join the soientint,

in searching for knowledge of things as related to one

another. One can go beyond both comnen sense and present

science, to grasp the dynamic structare of our rational

knowing and doing, and then formulate a metaphysics and an

ethics. Finally, one can ask whether humanikmowledge is

confined to the universe of proponwtionate being or pee

beyond it to the realm of transcendent thing; and this

transcendent realm may be conceived either relativelv

or absolutely, either as beyond man or as the ultimate

in the thole procese of going beyond.
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Clearly illizikimgerne=clicEmkgEtzttindi despite

the imposing mane,	 transcendencq is the elementary

matter of raising further questions. Thus, the present

work has been written from a moving viewpoint. It begmn

from insight as en interesting event in human consciousness,

It went on to insight as a central event in the genesis of

mathematical knowledge. It went beyond mathematics to study

the role of insight in classical and statistical investi—

gations. It went beyond the reproducible insights of

scientists to the more complex functioning of intelligence

in common sense, in its relations to its psychoneural

basis, and in its historical expansion in the development of

technology, economies, and polities. It went beyond all

such direct and inverse insights to the reflective grasp

that grounds judgment. It went beyond all insights es

activities to consider then as elements in knowledge. It

went beyond actual knowledge to its permanent dynamic

structure to construct an explicit metaphysics and add the

general form of an ethics. It has found man involved end

engaged in developing, in going beyond what he happens to

be, and it has been confronted both with man's incapacity

for sustained development and with his need to go beyond

the hitherto considered procedures of his endeavor to go

beyond.

Transcendence, then, at the present juncture,

means a development in man's knowledge relevant to a deve-

lopment in men's being. Hitherto we have been content with   
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krowledge of proportionate being. But man is in process

of clevelopment. Inasmuch as he is intelligent and reason-

able, free and responsible, he has to grasp and affirm,

accept and execute his own developing. But can he? To

grasp his own developing is for man to understand it, to

extrapolate from his past through the present to the

alternative ranges of the future. It is to extrapolate not

only horizontally but also vertically, not only to future

recurrences of past events, but also to future higher

integrations of contemporary unsystemstized manifolds.

*we fundamentally, it is to grasp the principles that

govern possible extrapolations; for while possibilities are

many and difficult to determine, principles may be few and

ascertainable. Moreover, since finality is an upwardly but

indeterminately directed dynamism and since man is free, the

real issue lies not in the many possibilities but in the few

principles on which man may rely in working out his destiny.

2.	 The Immanent Source of Transcendence

The immanent source of transcendence in man is

his detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to know.

As it is the origin of all his questions, it is the origin

or the radical, further questions that take him beyond the

defined limits of particular issues. Nor Is it iplely

the operator of his cognitional development. For its
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detedhment end disinterestedness set it in opposition to his

attached and interested sensitivity and intersubjectivity;

and the knowledge it yields demands of his will the endea•

vor to develop in willingness and so make his doing con-

sistent with his knowing.

Still if this tension is too manifest for the

existence of the pure desire to be doubted, the claim that

it is an unrestricted desire seems so extravagant as to

cause misgivings even in those that already accept all Its

implications, Accordingly, it will be well to clarify

once more this point before attempting to advance further

in our inquiry,

The desire in question, then, is a desire to

understand correctly. To affirm that the desire is un-

restricted is not to affirm that man's understanding is

unrestricted or that the correctness of his understanding is

unrestricted. For the desire is prior to understanding and

it is compatible with not understanding. Were it not, the

effort and process of inquiry would be impossible; for

inquiry is a manifestation of a desire to understand, and

It occurs before one does understand.

Secondly, to affirm that the desire is unrestricted

is not to affirm that the attainment of understanding will

be unrestricted. For the transition from the desire to the

attainment has conditions that are distinct from desiring.

It is to help fulfill such conditions that scientific and
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philoeophic methods exist. Bence, to affirm an unrestricted

desire to understand is to affirm the fulfilment of only

one of many conditions for the attainment of unrestricted

understanding. So far from stating that the other con.

ditions will be fulfilled, It does not attempt to determine

what the other conditions might be.

Thirdly, to affirm that the desire is unrestricted

is not to affirm that, in a wismly ordered universe, the

attainment of understanding ought to be unrestricted.

Such an affirmation would follow from the premisA, In every

wisely ordered universe desire for attainment entails er-

igence for attainment. But the premisA is obviously raise;

a desire to commit murder does not entail a duty to oommit

murder, and least of all does it do so in a wisely ordered

universe. It may be contended, however, that the preinisk

is correct when the desire is 7ood, naturalopontenems.

But this contention has its own suppositions. In a unireree

of static horizontal strata, Rich as is envisaged by auto-

nomousl abstract physics, autonomousl abstract chemistry,

autonomous abstract biology, and so forth, the tendencies

and desires, natural and spontaneous on any level, would_

have to be confined to that Level; because they were confined

to their own level, they could and would be fulfilled on

their own level; and 'because they could and would be fulfilled

on their own level, it would be true to claim that in a

wisely regulated universe of static horizontal strata desire

for attainment entailed exigence for attainment. It re- 
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umIns to be shown, however, that this universe corresponds

to a set of abstract, unrelated sciences and so consists in

a set of static horizontal strata. The fact seems to be

that this universe is concrete and that logically unrelated

sciences are related intelligently by a succession of

higher viewpoints. Aceordingl.y, besides the tendencies

and desires confined to any given level, there are the ......
./rioValet444•••""ll -t g ;	 s-et

raality of finality conceived as an upwardly but Indeter-

minately directed dynamimm;and since this dynamism of

natality attains its successive goals statistically, since

probabilities decrease as attainment increases, the

implication of unreetrictecl attainment in unrestricted

desire is neither necessity nor exigence but, at most,

negligible probability.

If one has to labor to clarify what the unres•-

trioted desire is not, it is relatively simple to reveal

what it is, Man wants to understand completely. As the

desire to understand is the opposite of total obscurantism,

so the unrestricted desire to understand is the opposite of

any and every partial obscurantism no matter how slight.

The rejection of total obscurantism is the demand that some

questions, at least, are not to be met with an arbitrary

exclamation, Let's forget it. The rejection of any and

every partial obscurantimn is the demand that no question

whatever is to be met arbitrarily, that every question is

to be submitted to the process of intelligent grasp and

critical reflection. negatively, then, the unrestricted

=7.747,==eag,
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desire excludes the unintelligent and uncritical rejection

of any quustion, and positively the unrestricted desire

demands the intelligent and critical handling of every

question.

Nor is the existence of this unrestricted, desire

doubtful. Neither centuries of inquiry nor enormous

libraries of answers have revealed any tendency for the

stream of further questions to diminish. Philosophies and

counter-philosophies have been multiplied but, whether

intellectualist or anti-intellectualist, whether they pro-

claim the rule of reason or advocate thinking with the

blood, they do not exclude any field of inquiry without

first arguing that the effort is useless or enervating or

misleading or illusory. And in this respect we may be

confident that the future will resemble the past far,

unless some one MDMOS forth to speak in the name at stu-

pidity and silliness, he will not be able to claim that

some Tuestions, specified or unspecified, are to be brushed

aside though there is no reason whatever for doing so.

Analysis yields the same conclusion. For, apart

fran being, Vlore is nothing. TheiOroposition is maeLytio,

for it cannot be denied without internal contradictiom. If,

apart from being, there were something, that something would

be; and if that something were, it would be another imetance

of being and so not apart from being. Moreover, being is the

objective of the detached and disinterested desire to know;

0
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for that desire grounds inquiry and reflection; inquiry

leads to understanding, reflection leads to affirmation; and

bell% is whatever can be grasped intelligently and affirmed

reasonably. But being is unrestricted for, apart from it,

there is nothing. Therefore the objective of the detached

and disinterested desire is unrestricted. But a desire with

an unrestricted objective is an unrestricted desire and so

the desire to know is unrestricted.

Introspective reflection brings us once more to

the same affirmation. For, whatever may be true about the

cognitional. aspirations of others, might not my own be

radically limited? Might not my desire to understand correctly

suffer Pram some immanent and hidden restriction and bias,

so that there could be real things that lay quite beyond

its utmost horizon? Alight not that be so? Yet if I ask the

question, it is in virtue of my desire to knor; and as the

question itself reveals, my desire to know concerns itself

with what lies quite beyond a suspected limited horizon.

Even my desire seems unrestricted.

3.	 The Notion of Transcendent Knowledge 

ban's unrestricted desire to know is mated to a

limited capacity to attain knowledge. From this paradox

there follow both a fact and a requirement. The feat is

that the range of possible questions is larger than the range

of possible answers. The requirement is a critical survey

of nossfble questions. For it is only through such a
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critical survey that man can provide bin:melt with intel-

ligent and reasonable grounds both for setting aside the

questions that cannot be answered and for limiting his

attention to the luestions to which answers are possible,

This critical undertaking is not as simple as

has been supposed. For while the issue is formulated in

terms of possibility and impossibility, it can be answered

only in terns of fact. In the first place, the question of

possibility is regressive. If any less general inquiry has

to be preceded by a critical inquiry on its possibility,

then critical inquiry has to be preceded by a pre-critical

Inquiry on the possibility of critical inquiry, the pro—

critical needs a pre-pre-critical inquiryland so on indefl.

nitely. In the second place, questions of possibility and

impossibility can be settled only by appealing to judgments

of fact. For while there are analytic propositions And

while they can be established ad libitun by postulating

syntactical rules and defining terns subject to the rules,

analytic principles are to be had only by meeting the further

requirement that both the terms and the relations of the

anmlytio propositions occur in concrete judgments of fact.

The paramount issue, then, in determining the

possibility of knowledge is always the fact of knowledge.

The argument always will be that knowledge is possible if in

fast knowlege of that kind occurs. It follows that the

critical issue Can be tackled only piecemeal. Facts have to

be settled one after another and it is only in the grand
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strategy that guides the seriation of the facts that the

answer to the critical issue appears.

In our onn procedure four maim stages. naybe

distinguished. First we centered attention on cognitional

activity as activity and endeavored to grasp the key oc•

ourrences in learning mathematics, advancing science,

developing common sense, and forming judgments in these

fields. Secondly, we turned to cognitional activity as

cognitional and began with the particulax case of self-

affirmation to show that self-affirmation occurred, that

it is knowledge if knowing is knowing being, and that it is

objective in certain determinable meanings of objectivity.

Thirdly, we turned to the general case of knowleage of

proportionate being and, because self-affirmation was a

key act, we were able to sat up a general dialectical

theorem that divided the formulations of the discoveTies

of human intelligence into positions and counter-positions

and that showed positions to invite development and counter-'

positions to invite reversal. On this basis it was shown

to be possible to set up a metaphysics of proportionate

being and a conseouent ethics.

The fourth stage of the argument' is aoneerned

with human knowledge of transcendent being. The bare bones

of the procedure are simple enough. Being is whatever can

be grasped inteitligently sad affirmed reasonablp. Being is

proportionate or transcendent according as it lies within
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or without the domain of men's outer end inner experience.

The possibility of transcendent knowledge, then, is the

possibility of grasping intelligently and affirming reason—

ably a transcendent being. _nd the proof of the possibility

lies in the fact that such intelligent grasp and reasonable

affirmmtiom occur.

But, as has been observed, so general an outline

cannot reveal whether or not the prooedure possesses critical

signifivince. For such significance lies, not in the proof

of poasibility frora fact, but in the strategic choice and

seristiom of the fiiots,	 or the moment, then, :11 that can

be said is that the fourth stae of the argument will

contribute to a determination of the power and of the

limitations of the human mind in the measure that intelligent

grasp sad reasonable affirmation of transcendent being

prove to be the inevitable culmination of our whole account

of understanding oad of judgment.

Yinally, it may not be amiss to note that this

section on the notion of transcendent knowledge calls for

no comment on the views of positivists and Kantians.	 or

though both groups are loud in their negations of the

possibility of transcendent knowledge, their failure to give

an adequate amount of proportionate knowledge has forced us

to register our diflerenoes at s more elementary steee of the

argument. Unless one considers Comte's mythic religion of

humanity- to he positive, positivism has nothing positive to

add to the counter—positions as illustrated by materialism,

0
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empiricism, sonsismq.phenomenelism, solipsism, pregnmtism,

molernism, and existentialism. In contrast, Kamtima thought

is rich and fertile in the problems it raises. Tut its

transcendental aesthetic has been mauled by more recent

work in geometry and in physics, and the transcendental

logic suffers from an incoherence thut seems irremediable.

For the transcendental dialectic rests its affirmation of a

transcendentel illusion on the ground that the unconditioned

is not a constituent factor in judgment but simply a regu-

lative ideal of pure reason. However, the sohenmtiam of the

sntegories provides the link between sense end the pure

categories of the urterstanding; such a link is prior to

judgment and a constituent factor in judgment as concrete.

Finally, while Kant does not notice that the solumatiem is

simply an application of the virtually unconditioned (e.g.,

U there is a filling of the empty form of lime, thcre is

an instance of the Heal; the filling occurs; hem°, there

is an instance of the lieal), the fact remairu that the

unconditioned grounds the schematism and so grounds concrete

judgment on Eant's own showing.

4.	 Preliminaries to Conceiving the Transcendent Idea 

Krowledge of transcendent being involves both

intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation. But before

we can affirm reasonably, we must grasp intelligently; and

before we on grasp transcendent being intelligently, we

have to extrapolate from proportionate being. The present
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section, then, is concerned with that extrapolation.

The nature of the extrapolation may best be

illustrated, by comparing it with mathematics. For the

mathematician differs both from the logician and from the

scientist. He differs from the logician inasmuch as he

cannot grant all the terms 8nd relations he employs to be

mere objects of thought. he differs from the scientist

inasmuch as he is not bound to repudiete every object of

thought that lacks verification. In somewhat similar fashion

the present effort to conceive the transcendent i'lna is

concerned simply with concepts, with objects oÍ :m posing,

defining, considering, and therefore ac question of existenee

or occurrence arises. None the less, the extrapolation to

the transcendent, though conceptual, operates from the real

basis of proportionate being, so that some elements in the

transcendent idea will be verifiable just as some of the

positive integers are verifiable.

The question that leads to the extrapolation has

been raised already but not answerel. For we haw identified

the real with being but we have not ventured to say past

what being is.' What, then, is being?

Let us begin by taking our bearings. One may

distinguish 1) the pure notion of being, 2) the heuristic

notion of being, 3) restricted acts of understanding,

conceiving, and affirming being, and I) the unrestricted act

of understanding being.

( 0	 0
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The pure notion of being is the detached, dis-

interested, unrestricted desire to know. It is prier to

understanding and affirming, but it heads to %carer it

is the ground of intelligent inquiry and oritlaL refleation.

Moreover, this heading towards knowing is itsmlf a rmtian,

for it heeds not unconsciously, as the seed to the plant,

nor sensitively, as hunger for food, but intelligently-arid

reasonably, as the radical nogsis towards every nchtm, nu)

basic zenstie pensante towards every 2ensee nenseis the

initiating intentio intendens towards every imtentio intenta.

Secondly, since the pure notion of beincumfolds

through understanding and judgment, there can be formulated

a heuristic notion of being as whatever is to be grasped

intelligently and affirmed reasonnbly.

Thirdly, though the pure notion is unrestricted

desire, still it is intelligent and reasonable desire.

Hence, it is content to restrict itself provis1onst117, to

ask one question at a time, to prescind from other gliestions

while working towards the solution of the issue imnsmd.

From such preacinding, which anticipates comparative mega-

tivezjudgmentsl as the notion of nature or essence or wai—

verse]. anticipates the content of intelligent definition,

Caere follow restricted inquiries, restricted acts of

understand1n;7 and conceiving, reflection on suAfli conceptions,

and judgments about particular beings and partioular domains

of being.
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Fourthly, none of tlie foregoing activities enables

one to anewer the Tull/Atom, 'What is being? The pure

notion of being raises alL questions but answers none.

The heurietic notion envisages all answers but deterain.es

none. Particular inquiries solve acme questions but not

all Only an unrestricted. act of understanding can

meet the issue, For -being is completely universal and

completely concrete; apart from it, there is nothing;

and. so knowledge of lithat boinEs is cannot be had in

anything less than an act of understanding everything

about everything . Correlative to an unrstricted desire

to understand, there my be posited either an indefinite

process of development or an unrestricted, act of under-

standing. But the content of developing understanding
1:

never is the idea of beinE, for as long as understandin.g

Is developing, there are further questions to be answered,.

Only the content of the unrestricted act of understanding
4.4)

can be the idea of being, for it
A

only on the supposition
!VW

of Wittomrestricted act that everything about everything

Is understood.

It follows that the idea of being is absolutely

transcendent. For it Ls -the content of an act of unres-

tricted understanding , But such an act not only takes

us beyond all human achle-vernent but also asnigx:is the

ultimate limit to the whole process of going beyond.

In.sights and viewpoints can be transcended as lows as

further questions can be milted. But once all about all

,t-isquiderstood, there Ls no room for further questions.

1. 1 VI	 I.:	 1‘,/	 (2	 . .
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We have extrapolated from the question, What is

beinet to the absolutely transcendent idea at being and,

obviously, the critical question arises. Because man's

desire to know is unrestricted while his capacity to know is

limited, one does not have to be a fool to ask more questions

than a wise mnn can answer. Certainlyi men ask, What is

being? Indeed, ever since we identified the real with being

we have been laboring to stave off that question until we

could tackle it properly. But though the question arises

very naturally, it does not follow that man's natural re-

sources suffice to answer it. Clearly, man cannot answer

it by enjoying an unrestricted act of understanding, for

then his capacity to know would not bo limited and he

would have no need for critical investigations. But it

seems equally clear that man can answer Vie question by

working out the conclusion that the ides at being is the

content of an unrestricted act of understanding; for the

fact proves possibility; and we have reached that conclusion.

Nbreover, what we have determined alreay in a highly^
general fashion, may be determined Ia a more detailed

fashion. For on the one hand we have worked out the out-

lines of a metaphysic of proportionate being and so we have

at our command at least one segment in the total range of

the idea of being. On the other hand, we have been engaged

throughout the present work in determining; the nature of

understanding in mathematics, in common sense, in the

IL .6)
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Vie have extrapolated from thu etustion, What is

being? to the absolutely transcendent idea of ;Icing end,

obviously, the critical questio7i mrises. Because nnnIs

desire to know is unre!ibricted vhile his capacity to knoT is

United, one does not helm to be a fool to ask more questions

than n wise min can answer. Certflinlyi men flak, What is

being? Indeed, ever since we identified the real with being

we have been leborin.f, to stave off thnt question until we

could tackle it properly. But t1:m64 the lao.;tion arises

very naturally, it does not follwl, that mna's natural re-

sourc9s suffice to emrsor it. Clearly, man onnnot answer

It by enjoying an unrestricted not of understending, for

then his capacity to know would not b9 limited and he

would have no need for criticel investigntions. But it

seem equelly clear that men can Finswer t'n question by

workin6 out the concLusion thtet the idea of being is the

content of an unrestricted act of understanding; for the

fact proves possibility; and vie have reached that conclusicn.

Moreover, 1int we have determined alreny in a highly

gineral fashion, may he deterlirml in n more detailed

fashion. For on the one hand we have worked out the out-

lines of a metaphysic c-yr nro)ortionate heiflo: and so we have

at our commqnd at ion at one stloAcnt in th9 total •nnge of

the idea of bning. On the Ot!j : L	 nd, e hove been engaged

throughout the oronent work in actrminimz, the nature of

undorstundirg in mathematics, in common sense, in the

r 777 7777; •-rrrs'. '777,  
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sciences, and. in philosophy; and MD Wre have at our disposal

a body of evidence that provides some determinations for the

notion of an unrestricted act of understanding. Accordingly,

we are led to the conclusion that, ahile man cannot enjoy

an unrestricted act of understandin and so answer the

question, What is being? still he can determine a number

of features of the answer by proceeding on the side of the

subject from restricted to unrestricted understanding and

on the side of the object from the structure of proportionate

being to the transcendent idea of being.

Indeed, such a procedure not only is possible but

also imperative. For the pure desire excludes not only the

total obscurantism, 'which arbitrarily brushes aside every

intelligent and reasonable question, but also the partial

obscurantism, which arbitrarily brushes aside this or that

part of the range of intelligent and reasonable questions

that admit determinate answers. Just as the mathematician

legitimately and fruitfully extrapolates from the existent

to series of the non-existent, just as the physicist profits.

from mathematical knowledge and adds such extrapolations of .

his own as the absolute zero of taaperature, so an explor-

ation of the idea of being is necessary if one is to measure

the power and the limitations of the human mind.

5.	 The Idea of Being

An idea is the content of an eat of understanding.

As a sense datum is the content of an act of sensing, as an

•
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image is the contort of an act of imagining, as a percept

is the •ontent of-aresi,act of perceiving, as s concept is the

eontent of an act of conceiving, defining, supposing, con—

sidering, as a judgment is the content of en act of judging,

so an idea is the content of an act of understanding.

Being is the objeCtive of the unrestricted desire

to know. Therefore, the idea of being is the content of an

unrestricted act of understandirg.

Again, apart from being there is nothinK. There.

fore, the idea of being is the content of an act of under—

standing that leaves nothing to be understood, no further

questions to be asked. But one cannot go beyond an act of

understanding that leaves no questions to be asked, and mo

the idea of being is absolutely transcendent.

Again, being is completoly universal end oompletely

concrete. Therefore, the ides of being is the content of an

act of understanding that grasps everything about everything.

Moreover, since that understanding leaves no questions to be

asked, no part of its content can be implicit or obscurs OT

indistinct.

Again, being is intrinsically intelligible.

Therefore, the ilea of being is the ides of the total range

of intelligibility.

Again, the good is identical with the intelligible.

Therefore, the idea of being 18 the idea of the good.    

0 
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Again, the unrestricted act of understanding is

one aot. Otherwise, it would be an aggregate or a succession

of acts. If none of these acts was the understandine of

everything about everything, then the denial of unity would

be the denial of unrestricted understanding. If any of

these acts was the understanding of everything about every•

thing, then at least that unrestricted act would be a single

act.

Again, the idea of being is one idea. For It it
ALA.

were many, then oitherAt4ey,would be releted intelligibly or

not. If they were related intelligibly, the alleged many

would be intelligibly one, and so there would be one idea.

If they were not related intelligibly, then either there

would not be one act or the one act would not be enact

of understanding.

Again, the idea of being is one but of many,

Similarly, it is immaterial but of the material, non—

temporal but of the temporal, non-spatial but of the spatial.

For it has been shown that the idea is one, yet it is the

content of an unrestricted act that understands at least

the many beings that there are in all their aspects and .

details. Again, it is the content of an act of undcratanding,

and understanding has been shown to be intrinsically

independent of the empirical residue ; but what is intrin—

sically independent of the empirical residue can be neither

material nor temporal nor spatial, for these all depend

intrinsically on the empirical residue; at the same time,



the act of understanding in question is unrestricted; it

understands pRrrectly all the beings that there are and

some of theta, at least, are material, temporal, and spatial.

Again, there is no pared= in affirming that the

idea of being is one, immaterial, non- temporal, and non..

spatial, yet of the mmny, the material, the temporal, and

the spatial. For whet is possible in the content of

restricted acts of understanding, is not beyond the

attainment of unrestricted understanding. But our under-,

standing is one yet of many, for in a single act we under*

stand the whole series of positive integers. Similarly, it

Is immaterial, fQr it abstracts from the empirical residue,

yet of the material, for it advances in understanding of

this universe. Again, whilc it is involved in an ordinal

time, for it develops, it is not involved in the continuous

time of local motion, for its development is not through a

sequence of non-countable stages. Finally, while it pertains

to a spatially ocmditioned subject, it is non-spatial, for

it deals with the non-countable multiplicity of space through

invariants that are independent of particular spatial

stand0.4yoints•

Again, in the idea or being a distinction is to

be dram between a primary and a secondary component. For

the one is not identical with the many, nor the immaterial

with the material, nor the non-temporal with the temporal,

nor the non-spatiml with the spatial. But in the one idea

there are to be grased many beings; in the immaterial, non-
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temporal, non-spatial idea there are grasped the material,

the temporal, and t'Aat spatial. There must be, then, a

prin2ary component grasped inasmuch as there is a single eat

of tuiderstanding, and a seooxidary component that is under-

stood inasmu.oh as the primary component is grasped. For

just as the infinite series of positive integers is under-

stood inasmuch as the generative principle of the series is

greened, so the total range of beings is understood inasmuet

as the one idea of being is grasped.

The Priiary Component in the Idea of Being

The idea of being has been defined as the content

of an unrestricted act of understanding; and in that content

a distinction has been estabLialied between a primary and a

secondary component. naturally one asks just what is the

-primary component, arid the miser will be that the primary

component is identical with thi: unrestricted act. It will

follow that, as the primary- component oonsists in the un-

restricted act's understanciius of itself, so the secondary

component consists in the u.nreetrieted sot's understanding

of everything also because it understands itself.

However, certain preliminary clarifications are in

order. On the counter-pod ti an there le an ultimate duality

between knower end known; ror objectivity is conceived on the

analogy of extroversion; and so knowing is essentially a

looking, gazing, intuiting, beholding, while the known has

0
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to be something else that is looked at, gazed upon, intuited,

beheld. On the position, Buell e duality is rejected;

kmowing is knowing being; in any given case the knowing and

the known being may :n3 the same or different; and whether

or not they are the same or different, is to be determined

by making the relevant correct judgments.

Further, the adjective, intelligible, mmy be

employed in two quite different sensee. Ordinarily, it

denotes what is or can be understood, and in that sense the

content of every act of conceiving is inteltigible. Yore

profoundly, it denotes the primary component in an idea; it

Is whet is grespLd inasmuch as one is understanding; it is

the intelligible ground or root or key from which results

intelligibility in the ordinary sense. Noreowar, there is

a sinule test for distinguishing between the ordinary and

the pxofounder meaning of the name, intelligible. For the

intelligible in the ordinary sense can be understood without

understanding what it is to understand; but the intelligible

in the orofounder sense is identical with the understanding,

and so It cannot be understood without understanding what

umderstanding is.

For example, the positive integers are an infinite

0
	 series of intelligibly related terms. Both the terms and

the relations are understood by anyone that can do arith-

metic, and one can do arithmetic without understanding what

is to waderstAid. But besides the terms and their relations

there is the generative principle of the series; inasmuch
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as that generative principle is grasped, one grasps the

ground of an infinitletof distinct concepts. Still, that is

the generative principle? It is intelligible, fol. it is

grasped, understood. But it cennot be conceived without

conceiving what an insight is, for the real generative

principle of the series is the insight; and only those

ready to speak about insight are capable of asking .end

answering the question, how does one know the infinite

remainder of positive integ ers denoted by the "and so forth"?

There follows a needed clarification of the

notion of the spiritual. A distinction was drawn between

the intelligible that is also intelligent and the intel•

ligible that was not. Again, a distinction was drawn between

what intrinsically is independent of the empirical residue

and what intrinsically is not independent of the Empirical

residue. The spiritual was identified both with the

intelligible that is intelligent and with what is inde—

pendent intrinsically of the empirical residue. However,

a difficulty arises when one asks whether an esseme as

conceived is or is not spiritual. For an essence as con-

ceived is abstracted frmn the empirical residue, but it

is not intelligent and it does net understand. A solution

Is to be had by appealing to the two mlanings of the term,

intelligible. If there in an intelligible in the profounder

sense, there also is an act of understanding with which it

it is identical; and then the intelligible is spiritual

both in the sense that it is identical with understanding 

r
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and in the sense that it is intrinsically independent of

the empirical residue. On the other hand, if there is an

intelligible in the ordinary sense, then it is act identical

with an act of undarstanding; but it may be abstracted

from the enpirical residue inawmuch as it results from a

spiritual act; and so essences as conceived are spiritual

in the sense that they are products of spirit but not in

the sense that they are intelligent intelligibles,

With these clarifications, we may return to our

problem. 'The idea of being is the content of the unrestricted

act of understanding, and that content relentlessly divides

into a orimary component, which is one, immaterial, non-

temporal, qnd non-spatial, and a secondary compormnt,

which is many and includes the mterial, the temporal, and

the spatial. 'hat, then, is the prilary component? It is

the unrestricted act of understanding.

For if an act of understanding is unrestricted,

it understands understanding; it understands not only

. restricted acts but also the unrestricted act; understanding

the unrestricted act it must understsnd its content, other-

wise the understanding of the unrestricted act would be

restricted, but the content of the unreatrictedaot is the

idea of being,	 • 11

of—bblagILand so if the unrestricted act understands itself,

it thereby also understands everything else.     

o) 0
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It follows that the unrestricted act of understanding is

itssir the primary component in the ides of being. For the

primary component is tha immaterial, non-temporal, non-spatial

unity such that, if it is grasped, everything about everything

else is grasped. But the unrestricted act satisfies this

definition. For it is one act; it is spiritual, and so it is

non-temporal, and non-spatial; and it has just been

shown that, if it is grasped, then everything about everything

else a2so will be grasped.

Accordingly, instead of speaking of primary end Secondary

components in the idea of being, we may distinguish between a

primary intelligible and secondary intelligibles. The primary

intelligible is by identity the unrestricted act of understanding.

It is intelligible in the profounder sense, for it is an intel-

ligible thet is 'dentinal with intelligence in act. It is 4

unique intelligible, for it is identical with the unique act of

unrestricted understanding. On the other hend, the secondary
att.

intelligibles are wtatiolso i0-graeped inasmuch as the unrestricted

act understands itself. They are intellig#ible in the ordinary

sense, for they are understood; but they are not intelligible in

the profounder sense, for the unrestricted set is one understaading

of maw intelligibles, and only the unique, primary intelligible

is identical with the unrestricted act.

0
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7.	 The Secondary Component in the Idea of Being

Because it understands itself, the unrestrioted

act of understanding understands in consequence everything

about everything else. But is this consequence possible?

After all, we have found the existing universe of being to

include a non-systematic component. Moreover, at enoh

instant in the unfolding of this universe, there are a

number Of probable altermtives and a far larger number of

possible alternatives. There is, then, an enormous aggre-i

gate of similar, possible universes, and in each of them

there mould be a similar non-systematic component. Now the

non-systematic is the absence of intelligible rule or law;

elements are determinate; relations between elements are

.determinate; but there is no possibility of a single for-

mula that is satisfied by the :3equenee of determinate

relations. J*t seems to follow that the non-systematic

domponent in the actual universe and in other possible

and on more probable universe's excludes the possibility

of an unrestricted act that understands everything about

'everything.

Such is the problem of the secondary intelligibles

in the idea of being, and our solution will be that, from

the viewpoint of unrestricted understanding, the non-

systematic vanishes. 3utairst, we must recall how the

notion of the non-systematic arises, for otherwise its

exact implications cannot be determined. 

oT   
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Our analysis, then, acknowledged the possibility

of complete knowledge of all systems of his but held such

systems to be abstract and so to be in need of further

determinations if they were to be applied to the concrete.

It interred that such further determinations could not be

relnted vstematically to one another, for complete know..

ledge of all laws would include complete knowledge of

all systematic relations. However, it did not deny the

further determinations to be related intelligibly to one

another. On the contrary, it acknowledged the existence

of schemes of recurrence in which a happy combination of

abstract laws and concrete eircumstances makes typical,

further determinations recurrent, and so brings them under

the domination of intelligence. Itl000ver, it acknowledged

that concrete patterns of 6iverging ories of conditions

are intelligible; granted both the requisite information

and mastery of the systematic lows, it is possible in

principle to work from any physioal event, Z, through as

luny prior stages of its diverging end scattering condi-

tions as one pleases; and it is this intelligibility of

concrete patterns that grounds the conviction of deter-

minists, such as A. Einstein, that statistical laws fall

short of what there is to be known.

However, we agree with the indeterminists inass.

much as they deny in the general case the possibility of

deduction and prediction. For while each concrete pattern

of diverging conditions is intelligible, still its
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intelligibility lies not on the level of the abstract

understand1n6. that grasps systems of laws but on the level

of the concrete and•rstending that deals with particular

situations. Noreover, such concrete patterns form an

enormous manifold that cannot be lendled by abstract

systematizing intelligence for the excellent reason that

their intelligibility in each case is concrete. There

results the peculiar type of impoesibility that arises

from mutual eonditioning. Granted complete information

on a totality of events, one couad work out from knowledge

of all lees the concrete pattern in which the hews related

the events in the totality. Agniell granted knowledge of

the concrete pattern, one eculd use it as a guide to obtain

information on a totality of relevant events. But the

proviso of the first statement is the conclusion of the

second; the proviso of the second statement is the conolusior

of the first; and so both conclusions are merely theoretical

possibilities. For the concrete Tatterns form a non-syste—

nmtic aggregate, and so it is only by ap,,ealing to the

totality of relevant events that one can select the correot

pattern; ax the other head, the relevant totality of events

are scattered, and so they can be selected for obserVetion

and measurement only if the relevant pattern is known alread3

Still, if there is sa umrestrioted eat of under—

standing, than it will understand everything about everytall

with no furth_er questions to be asked. But conarete patterns

of diverging series of scattering conditions are each Intel.
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ligible, and so an unrestricted act will understand each

of Chem. Moreover, to understand each concrete pattern

entails knowledge of the totality of events relevant for

each pattern, for the concrete pattern includes all the

determinations and circumstances of each event. Nor does

this conclusion contradict oar prior (=elusion. For the

unrestricted act of understanding proceeds, not from a

grasp of abstract systems of laws, but from a grasp of

Itself; it does not attempt the impossible task of

relating through an abstract grstem the concrete patterns

bat &leaps the lot of them in a single view inasmuch as

It understands itself. It does not offer either to

deduce or to predict events, for it has neither need nor

use for deduction or prediction since in a single view it

graev the totality of concrete patterns and in each

pattern the totality of its relevant events.

TO resume the argument, deduction and prediction

in the general case are impossible. They are impossible

fo-r raan's limited understanding, because limited under-

standing could master the manifold of concrete patterns of

diverging series of scattering conditions, only if that

manifold could be systematized; and it cannot be grstems-

tized. On the other hand, though for a different reason,

deduction and prediction are impossible for the unrestricted

act of understanding; for it could deduce only if it ad-

vanced in knowledge either by transforming; one abstract,
„ar4.. vn.A. tvePiA0-4"

I pfliendesawith concrete Information; but unrestriote under-
standing does not advance in knowledge, for it already

0
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knows everythlnig. Again, unrestricted understanding

could predict only if some events were present relative

to it and other events were future relative to it; but

unrestricted maderstanding is non-temporal; it is, so to

speak, vital(' e the totality of temporal sequences, for

that totality is pert of the everything about everything

else that it grasps in understanding itself; and as it

grasps everything about everything else in a single view,

so it grasps the totality of temporal sequermes in a single

view.

8.	 Causality,

By asking what being is, we hare been led to

conceive an unrestricted at of understending. If EDP we

ask what causality is, we shall be led to a ffirm that

there is such an unrestricted act.

In general, causality denotes the objective and

real munterpart of the questions and further questions

raised by the detached, disinterested, and unrestricted

desire to know. As such questions are of various kinds,

distinctions are to be drawn between different types of

causes.

'The basic division is between external and in-

ternal enuses. Internal causes are the central and conju-

gate potency, form, and act, which already have been examined.

External causes are efficient, final, end eaemplary, and they
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may be considered in three manners, namely, in concrete

instancee, in principle, and in the fulness that results

from applying the principles. Thus, in some concrete

instance, *3 community may be divided by a river and see

in a bridge the solution to ninny of its nroblems; an

engineer will examine the site and design an appropriate
4.0r-$44,r.44,-44

/-1,-brIlate; finally, contractors will assemble laborers and

materials to build it. The final cause in this case will

be the use to which the bridge is put by the community;

the efficient cause will be the work of building it; the

exemplary cause will be the design grasped and conceived

by the engineer. However, one may not assume that the

universe iz just like u bridge, and so if one is to

affirm efficient, final, and exemplary causality as generally

valid principles, one must go to the root of these notions

and determine whether or not they are of general validity.

Finally, it such general validity is affirmed, then since

efficient, final, and exemplary causes are external, one

will be led sooner or later to conceive and affirm a first

agent, a lest end, a primary exemplar of the universe of

proportionete being, and then the principle of causality

will acquire a significance and fulness that it lacked as

long as its concrete implications had not been ascertained.

Clur first task, accordingly, is to investigate

the tranelticm from familiar but anthropomorphic notions of

external cnusality to their root in a universally applicable

principle. vie assume that exemplary causality is a fact

illustrated by inventions, that efficient causality is a
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fact illustrated by industry, and that final causality is

a Not illustrated by the uee to which the products of

invention and industry are put. We ask whether such facts

are instances of a principle capable of bearing human

knomleuge from the realm of proportionate being to that of

transcendent being, Our anmer will be affirmative, and

the reasons for it run as follows.

In the first place, being is intelligible. It

is neither beyond nor apmrtmor 	 ferent from the intel-

ligible. It is what is to be known by intelligent grasp

and. reasonable affirmation. It is the objective of tne

detached and disinteresta desire to inquire intelligently

and to reflect critically; and that desire is unrestricted.

On the other hand, what is el'ort from being is nothing,

and so what is apart from intelligibility is nothing. It

follows that to talk about mere matters of fact thatiadmit

no explanation is to talk about nothing. If existence is

mire matter of fact, it is nothing. If occurrence is mere

matter of fact, it is nothing. If it is a mere matter of

fact that we know and that there are to be knovin classical

and statistical laws, genetic operators end their dialec-

tical perturbations, explanatory genera and species, emergent

probability and upward finelistic dynamism, then both the

kmcmirpni the known are nothing. This is rude and harsh,

anodcme my be tempted to take flight into the counter-

positions, to refuse to identify the reel with being, con-

fuse objectivity with extroversion, mistake mere experien-

cing for human knowing. But any such escape is only

0
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temporary. Despite their pullulating variety and perm-

nial vitality, the eourter-positions bring about their

own reversal the moment they claim to be grasped intel—

ligently and affirmed reasonably. Since the claim wmiet

be avoided by an intelligent and reasonable subject, Ile

reversal cannot be avoided; and since the reversal can,ot

be avoided, ultimately one will be back to effirm that

being is intelligible and that the mere natter of fact

without explanation is apart fron being.

In the second place, one camlot confine hutment

knowledge within the domeiu of proportionate being with.out

condemning it to mere amttors of fact without explanation

and so stripping it of knowledge not only of transcendent

but also of proportionate being. In other words, every

positivisn is involved essentially in the counter-positions.

For we do not know until we judge; our judgnants

rest on a grasp of the virtually unconditioned; and the

virtually unconditioned is a conditioned that happens to

have its conditions fulfilled. Thus, every judgment raises

a further question; it reveals a conditioned to be virtually

unconditioned and by that very stroke tt reveals conditions

that happen to be fulfilled; that happening is a matter

of fact and, if it is not to be a mere natter of fact

without explanation, a further Question arises.

But proportionate being is being proportionate to

our knowing. As our judgments rest on a grasp of the

virtually nnnnnd itioned. so every proportionate being in its
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every aspect is a virtually unconditioned. An a matter

of fact, it is, and so it is unconditioned. But it is

unconditioned, not formally in the sense that it has no

conditions whatever, but only virtually in the sense that

its conditions happen to be fulfilled. To regard that

happening as ultimate is to affirm a mere matter of fact

without any explanation. To account for one happening by

appealing to another is to change the topic without meeting

the issue, for if the other happening is regarded as mere

matter of fact without any- explanation then eit or it

is not being or else being is not the intelligible.

Such is the nerve of the argument, and it can

be givengiven as many distinct applications as theredistinct

features of proportionmte being.

If nothing existed, there would be no one to

ask questions and nothimg to ask questions about. The

most fundamental of all questions, then, asks about exist—

ence yet neither empirical scienoe nor a methodically

restricted philosophy can have an adequate answer. Statis-

tical laws assign the frequencies with which things exist,

and the explanation of statistical laws will account for

the respective numbers of different kinds of things. Rut

the number of existents Is one thing, and their existing is

another. Again, in particular cases, the scientist can

deduce one existent tram others, but not even in particular

cases can he account for the existence of the others to

which he appeals for his premiises. As far as empirical
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science pest existence is

the methodically restricted philosophy better off. So far

from accounting for existence, the philosopher can establish

that it cannot be accounted for within the limits of pro-

portionate being. For every proportionate being that

exists, mists conditiona4y; it exists inasmuch as the

conditions of its existence happen to be fulfilled; and

the contingence of that happening cannot be eliminated by

appealing to anoth r happening that equally is contingent.

a matter of feet. Nor is

That is true aft existence, is no less true of

occurrence. Both questions and answers occur, and so

without occurrences there would be neither questions nor

answers. Statistical laws assign the t, respective

numbers of different kinds of occurrences, but their

numbers are one thing and their occurring is another. In

particular cases, the scientist can deduce some occurrences

from others, but the others are no less comiitioned than

those that arm deduced. lithout initial premises, there
L!./

is no deductinn; and without conditions that happ...9n  to be

fulfilled, there are no initial premises. As far as
Li

empirical science goes, occurrence is just a matter of feet,

and a methodically restricted philosophy can repeat the

argument about existence to fow that occurrence too must

b+egarded as mere matter of fact as long as one remains

within the realm of proportionate being.

Farther, everything that is to be known by

enpirimal science and by restricted philosophy is penetrated
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by the contingence of existence and occurrence. Classical

laws are not wh,A must be; they are empirical; they are

what in fact is so. Genetic operators enjoy both a minor

and a major flexibility, and so in each concrete case the

operator is what in fact it happens to be. Explanatory

genera and species are not avatars of Pletots eternal

Ideas; they are more or less successful solutions to con-

tingent problems set by contingent situations. The actual

°curse of generalizeC. emergent probability is but one

among e large number of other probable courses, and the

probable courses are a minority among possible courses; the

actual course, then, is what in feet it happens to be. So

far from eliminating such contingence, the scientist is

restricted by his method to ascertaining what in fact are

the 018881081 laws and genetic operators, what in fact are

the explanatory genera end species, what in fact is the

actual course of generalized emergent probability. Nor can

a philosophy restricted to proportionate being offer more

than an account of what in fact the structure of this

universe 18, nor can he base this account on more than

what in fact the structure of human knoring is.

Our first step was to affirm the intelligibility

of being and the nothingness of the mere matter of fact

that admitted no explanation. Our second step was to affirm

that, if one remained within the limits of prop.irtionste

being, one was confronted at every turn with mere matters of

fact with no possible explanation. There follows at once

the negative conclusion that knowledge of transcendent

	)
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being cannot be excluded, if there is proportionate being,

and being is intelligible. And this oonclusion gives rise

to the further question, In what does our knowledge of

transcendent being consist?

In the third place, then, ea transcendent being

relevant to our problem must possess two basic attributes.

On the one hand, it must not be contingent in any respeet,

for if it wore, once more we would he confronted with the

mere matter of feet that we have to avoid. On the other

hand, besides being self-explanatory, the transcendent

being must be capable of g..ounding the explanation of

everything about?everything else; for without this second

attribute, the transcendent beinc, would leave unsolved

our problem of contingence in proportionate helm,.

The foregoing requiremente may he expressed in

another manner. Every proportionate being is a conditioned.

that happens to have its conditions fulfilled. But being

is intelligible, and so there is no mere happening, no

contingence that is ultimate. Still, proportionate being

both exists and exists contingently; therefore, it is not

ultimate; therefore, some other being is ultimet,e, and it

is not contingent. Idoreover, the ultimate being not only

must be self-explanatory itself but also it must he oapat,le

of explaining everything else; for othe.rwise proportionate

being would remain a conditioned that merely happened to

have its conditions fulfilled; in its every aspect it would

be mere matter of fact; and as mere matter of feet is nothing,
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it would be nothing.

To put the same point in still another fashion,

one has only to formaete oorrectly the already acknow-

ledged facts of final, exemplary, and efficient causality.

For one misses the real point to efficient

oaumlity if one suppeses that ft donsists sioply in the

necemity that oonditioned being becomes virtually uneon-

ditioned only if its conditions are fulfilled. On that

formulation, efficient causelity would be satisfied by an

infiaxite regress in which each conditioned has its con-

ditioms fulfilled by a prior conditioned or, perhaps

more realistically, by a ciruie illustrated by the scheme

of recurrence. Boweveil the real requirement is that, if

conditioned being is being, it hew to be intelligible; it

cannot be or exist or occur merely as a matter of fact for

which ao explanation is to be asKed or expected, for the

non-intelligible is apart from being. How both the infinite

regress and to circle are siwly agtiregates of mere matters

of fact; they fail to provide for the intelligibility of

conditioned being; end so they do not succeid in assigning

an efficient cause for being thqt is intelligible yet

conditioned.	 or can an efficient cause be assigned, until

one affirms a being that both is itself without any con-

ditions and can ground the fulfilment of conditions for

anything else that can be.
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Again, if there are conditioned beings, there

also is the fulfilling of their conditions; and if there

are no mmre matters of fact that remain ultimately unex-

plained, then no conditions are fulfilled simply at random;
aor-- ALL-

then all are fulfilled in accord with mom exemplar; and

so there must be an exemplary cause that can ground the

intelligibility of the pattern in Mhich are or would be

fulfilled ell conditions that are or would be fulfilled.

Again, because being is intelligible, it also

is good. As potentially intelligible, it is a manifold,

and this manifold is good inasmuch as it can stand under

the formal (wad of order. But possible orders are many;

they include incompatible alternatives; they develop but

do so flexibly in a variety of manners; they ean fail at

any stage in many different ways to bring forth their

dialectical correction. If then in any universe there

is one actual order, if that actual order lies within

being and so is not more matter of fact, then the order

mast be a value and its selection due to rational ahoice.

Similarly, if in every possible universe being is intel-

and the intelligible is good, then the possibility

of every universe isithe possibility of its being selected

by an ultimate rational choice.

This may seem too rapid, and so it may be well

to go back over the argument. First, the universe of

proportionate being is shot through with contingence.

Secondly, mere contingence is apart from being, and so
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there must be an ultimate ground for the universe, and that

ground cannot be contingent. Thirdly, the necessary

ultimate ground cannot be necessitated in grounding a

contingent universe, and it cannot be arbitrary in grounding

an intelligible and good universe. It cannot be necessitated,

for what follows necessarily from the necessary is equally

necessary. It cannot be arbitrary, for what results

arbitrarily from the necessary results as a mere matter

of fact without any possible explanation. But what is

neither necessary nor arbitrary yet intelligible and a

value, is what proceeds freely from the reasonable ohoice

of a rational consciousness.

The final cause, then, is the ground of value,

and it is the ulti!ate cause of causes for it overcomes

contingence at its deepest level. Being cannot be arbitrary,

and contingent being must be
A
reasonably realized possibility.

Its possibility is grounded in the exemplary cause, its

realization In the efficient cause, but its reasonableness

in the final cause. Without that reasonableness, it muld

be arbitrary and so it would be apart from being; but *hat

Is apart from being, is not possible; and what is not

possible, cannot be realized.

Such, then, is the transition from efficient,

exemplary, and final causality as facts within the domain

of proportionate being to universal principles that beer

our knowing into the domain of transcendent being.
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The reader, perhaps, will feel that the transition has

failed to free these notions of causality from their anthropoOkor—

phic quality. SD far from getting ewer trma man, they lead rather

obviously to the affirmation of4uncondit1cmed intelligent and

rational consciousness that freely grounds the universe in much the

same fashion as the conditioned intellkgmint and rational conscioia—

ness of Hari grounds freely his own actions and products. Our

answer is twofold. On the one hand, the a-pacifically human, the

anthropomorphic, is not a pure intelligent and rational conscious—

ness but a consciousness in tension between the pure de. re and

other desire. On the other hand, in so ner as one considers in

man solely his intelligent and rational consciousness, one cannot

but deal with what is related intirlately to the universe and its

ultimate ground. For what is the universe and its ground but the

objective of man's detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire

to know?

9.	 The Notion of God

If God is a being, he is to be Imam by intelligent grasp

and reasonable affirmation. Accordingly, two questions arise,

namely, whet is Ged and whether God is. Bit by asking what being

is, already, we have been led to the conclusion that the idea of

being would be the content of an unrestricted act of understanding

that privarily understood itself and consequently grasped every

other intelllsibility. Now, as will appear, our concept of an

unrestricted act of understanding has a amber of implications and,
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when they are worked out, it becomes manifest that it is

one and the same thing to understand what being is and to

understand what God is.

First, then, if there is an unrestricted act of

understanding, there is by identity a primary intelligible.

For the unrestricted act understands itself.

Secondly, because the act is umrestrioted, there

would be no possibility of correction, or revision, or

improvement, and so the unrestricted sot would be invul-

nerable as understanding. Moreover, since it knew itself,

it would know it was unrestricted and so invulnerable.

Accordingly, by identity, it would be a reflective act of

understanding grasping itself as unconditioned and me

correct and true; and so, by identity, the primary intel-

ligible would be also the primary truth.

Thirdly, what is known by correct and taus under»

standing is being; so the primary intelligible would be

also the primary being; and the primary being muld be

spiritual in the full sense of the identity of the intelli-

gent and intelligible.

Fourthly, the primary being would be without any

defect or lack or tmperfection. For were there any defect

or lack or imperfection, at least unrestricted understanding

would grasp what was missing. But the consequent is impos-

sible, end so the antecedent must be false. For the primary

being is identical with what is grasped by the unrestricted
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act, azul so the primary being has all the perfeetion

grasped by the unrestricted act.

Fifthly, the good is identical with intelligible

being, and BD the primary intelligible and completely

perfect primary being; also is the primary good.

Sixthly, as the perfection of the spiritual

requires that the intelligible also be intelligent, so too

it requtres. that affinnable truth be affirmed and the

lovable mo d. be loved. But the primary intelligible also

is the prinury truth 0,114..bu4As and the primary good; and

so in a ccapletely perfect apiritual being the primary

intelligibLe is identical not only with an unrestricted

act of understanding but also with a completely perfect

sot of affirming the primary truth and a completely perfect

act of loving sa4,the primary good. Moreover, the act of

affirming is not a second act distinct from the unrestricted

act of understanding, nor the act of loving a third act

distinct from. the understanding and the affirming. For

if they were, then the primary being would be incomplete

and imperfect and in need of further acts of affirming and

loving to be completed and perfected. Hence, one and the

same reality is at once unrestricted understanding and

the primary' intelligible, reflective understanding and the

unconditioned, perfect affirming and the primary truth,
AA_

perfect lowing and primary good.

Seventhly, the primary intelligible is self- 

0)
n•••nnn••••••••••••n•   
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explanatory. For if it were not, it woeld be irnomplete in

intelligibility; and we have alrendy shown any defect or

lack or imperfection to be incompatible with unxtstricted

understanding.

Eighthly, the primary being is uncondit1on3d.

For the priNery being is identical with the pituitary intel-

ligible; and the primary intelligible must be urconditioned,

for if it depended on anything else, it would not be self-

explanatory. Finally, it is impossible for the prirary

intelligible to be completely independent and tbe primary

being, identical with it, to be dependent on something else.

Ninthly, the primary being either is necessary

or impossible. For it cannot be uontingent, sizse the

contingent is not self-explanatory. Hence, if it exists,

it exists of necessity and mithout any conditions; and if

It does not exist, then it is impossible, for t:liere is no

condition from which it weld result. But whether it

exists or not, is a question that does not pertsin to the

idea of being or to the notion of God.

Tenthly, there is on*y one primary being. For

antis non stint multi licanda raeter neoessitetsm and

there is no necessity for more then one. Moreover, if

there was more than one primary being, then each ;Quid or

would not be identical with an unrestricted act of under-

standing. If not, then the intelligibles identical with

restricted acts of understanding would not be primary beings.

Tf so, there would be several primary beings Limiler in all
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respects; for unrestricted acts cannot grasp different

objects without one or more felling to grasp what another

grasps and so ceasing to be unrestricted acts. But there

cannot be several primary beirgs similar in all respects,

for then they would differ merely empirically; and the

merely empirical is not self-explanatory. Accordingly,

there can be only one primary being.

In the eleventh place, the primary being is

simple. For the primary being is a single act that at

once is unrestricted understanding and perfect affirming

and perfect loving; and it is identical with the primary

intelligible and the primary truth and the primary good.

It does not admit tho compositeness of central

and conjugate forms. For tlere are no other beinge of the

same order with which it could ha conjugate; and as it lc

hut a single act, it has no need of a unifying central form.

Nor does it admit the compositeness of potency

and form. For it is a spiritual being beyond all develop-

ment, and potency has been identified either with a capacity

to develop or with the empiricta rf)sidue and materiality.

Nor does it admit the oompositeness of distinct

form and act. For if it exists, it exists necessarily.

Roreover, if the lrimary intelligible and primary being and

primary good are named form or essence, and the unrestricted

act of understanding, affirming, loving are named act or

existence or occurrence, still they are not distinct but
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identical.

1,,„„cr-dicsAw

In the twelfth place, the primary being is timeless.

It is without continuous time, for it is spiritual while

continuous tiLle presupposes the empirical residue and

materiality. And it is uittcmt ordinal tine, for it does

not develop.

In the thirteenth place, if the primary being

exists, it is eternal. For it is timeless, end eternity

is timeless existence.

However, besides the primary intelligible,

there are to be cnnsidered the secondary intelligibles;

for the unrestricted act of understanding, inasmuch as it

understands itself, also grasps everything about everything

else.

In the fourteenth place, then, the secondary

intelligibles are conditiored. For they axe what is to be

understood, if the primary Intelligible is understood.

It followe that -they are disti bet from the pri-

mary intelligible, fcr they ere conditioned end it is

unconditioned.

Still, though the secondary intelligibles are

distinct froa the pri_nry, they need not be distinct

realities. For knowing does not consist IT taking a look

at something else and so, though the seeon4i intelligibles

are known, they need not be ammething else to be looked at.

L.	 '
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Moreover, the pr1ne7 being 23 without any lack or defect

or imperfection; but it worad he imperfect if further

realities were needea for the unrestricted act of under—

standing to be unrestricted.

Mealy, the seconlary intelligibles may be mere

objects of thought. For they are grasped as distinct

from the primary intelligible, yet they need not be dis—

tinct realities. Thus, the infinity of ponitive integers
AXL_

Is grasped by us in	 the generative principle of
A	 -^

the	 pireel4.7.L.4-w41 at r4A4A,4/ At4

In the fifteenth place, the primary being is the

omnipotent efficimt 081180. For the primary bet T muld

be imperfect if it or_Ald ground ell poesibln universes as

objedts of thought Mat not ns rehlities, simiLerly, the

pri7!:ary good would be imperfect if it wns Lepoei in itself

but not the source of other inStmnces of th6 (7,00d. Put

the Ilrtmary being and primary good is without way imper—

fection; and so it cen ground any por.sible unive.rse and

originate any other instance of the good.

It the sixteenth place, the primary being is the

omniscient exemplary cause. For it is the idea of being,

and in itself it grasps the intelligible order of every

possible universe of beings in their every component and

aspect and detail.

In the seventeenth place, the prinary being is

Aktoweal	 free. For the somond6 intelligibles are contingent:

0
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they need not be distinct realities; they can be merely

objects of thought; they er0 not uncone4ned either in

intelligibility or in coodness, end so they are not un-

conditioned in being, which is not apart from intelligi-

bility and gpodnens. Out contingent being as contingent

Camot he necessary and as being cannot be arbitrary; it

remains that, if oontingent beings exist, they exist in

virtue of the freadm of uarestricted understanding and

perfect affirming nnd perfect loving.

It the eighteenth place, beemuse mat develops,

every additional elmert of tinderstending and affirming

and willing s û further sot and reality in him. But the

perfect prinary being does lot develop, for it is without

defect or lack or i:Iperfection; 2nd so the unrestricted

act understands and affirms and wills contingent beings to

be without any inomment or change in its reality.

MrIntAoft<44a.

Vlore folltm e uumber of conclusions of consider-

able importance. Thoth often ezmigh they sre supposed to

be extremely difqoult, tne fxly difficulty lies in grasping

the differences that separate Framer, logic, and meta-

physics. Gramm,;r is concerned with words end sentences;

logic is concerned with concepts and judgments; but meta-

physics is concerned with the enumeration of the necessary

and sufficient realities on the suppositiori that judgments

are true.

The first corollary is that every contingent

predication oon4rning God also ia an extrinsic denomination.
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In other words, God is intrinsically the same whether or

not he understands, affirms, wills, causes this or that

universe to be. If he dAs mot, then God exists and nothing

else exists. If he does, God mists and the universe in

question exists; the two existences suffice for the truth

of the judgments that God understands, affirms, wills,

effects the universe; for God is unlimited in perfection,

and what is unlimited in perfection must understand,

affirm, will, effect whatever else is.

The second corollary is that, though the extrinsic

denominator is temporal, the contingent predication con-

eerning God can be eternal. !?or an eternal act is timeless;

in it all instants are one and the same instant; and so

what is true at any instant is true at every instant.

Hence, if at any instant it is true that God understands,

affirms, wills the existence of Alexander's horse Race-

phalus, then the metaphysical conditions of the truth are

the existence of God and the existence of Bucephalus;

moreover, though Bacephalus alists only for a short period,

still God eternally understaads, affirms, and wills

lucephalus to exist for that short period.

The third eorollarr is divine efficacy. It is

impossible for it to be true that God understands, affirms,

wills, effects anything to mist or occur tithout it being

true that the thing exists or the event occurs exactly as

God understands, affirms, or wl lbs it. For one and the vim*

notap4ical condition is needed for the truth of both
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propositions, namely', the relevant contingent existence

or occurrence.

0/2.

The fourth corollary is inverse to the third,

namely, that divine efficacy does not impose neoesSity

upon its consequents. In the light of divine efficacy it

iikvite true that if God understands or affirms or wills

or effects this or that to exist or occur, then it is

impossible for the this or that not to exist or not to

occur. Still, the existence or occurrence is a metaphysical

condition of the truth of the antecedent, and so the

consequence merely enuelates the principle of identity,

namely, if there is the existence or occurrence, then there

is the existence or occurrence. To recall Aquinas' re-

peated illustration accuttes, dum sedit, neoessario sedit,

necessitate tamen non absolute sed conditionata.

The fifth corollary is the soientis media.

Since the divine act of understanding is unrestricted and

true, it grasps not only every possible world order but

also the foregoing nar corollaries. Hence independently

of any free decisiam (in signo antecedent° =BM act=

voluntatis) God knows that if he were to will any world

order I then that order would be realized in every aspect

and detail; but every 'world order is a single, intelligible

pattern of completely determinate existents and events; and

so quite apart from any divine decision, God layms exactly

what ever, free will would choose in each successive sat of

circumstances contained in each possible world order.
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The foregoimg soientia media ineludes Molina's

notion of divine wisdom grasping the order of every possible

universe but it does not include Moline's tendency to

speak of the conditioned futurables as entities at which

God looks for guidaate. Again, it rests neither on Mina's

super-comprehension of the human will nor on Suarez' un-

explained objective truth but on Aquinas' familiar conten-

tions on the immutability of God and the conditioned

necessity of what God knows or wills or causes. Finally,

it is radically opposed to Scotist voluntarism and to the

voluntaristic deoreteltypothetice praedeterminantia.

In the nineteenth place, God would be the creator.

For if God's efficient causality presupposed the existence

of some matter mamas limited to fashioning and ordering

it, then the existerioe of this matter would be unexplained;

but what ultimately is unexplained, does not pertain to

being; and so the alleged natter would prove to be nothing.

It MY he said that, in fact, there is in this

universe a merely emirical residue that is unexplained. .

But one may answer that the empirical residue of individualits,

of the continuum, of particular places an times, and of

the nom-systenetio divergence of actual frequencies, while

unexplained by the particular sciences, pertly are under-

stood in cognitional theory and metaphysics and ultimately

are accounted for by God's creative decision. For the

prime potency of individuality is the condition of the

possibility of 'universal knowledge and common natures;      

C. 0  
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the prime potency of the space-time continuum is the

condition of the possibility of abstract and invariant

laws, of concrete probabilities, and of their cumulation

into a world order of emergent probability; the non-

systematic, finedly, is transcended by an unrestricted act

of understanding. Moreover, the empirical residue grounds

tkm manifold of the potential good and, inasmuch as it

stands under world order, it possesses the value that

accrues to the contingent through the reasonableness of

the freedom of a completely wise and good being.

In the twentieth place, God would be the conserver.

if is efficient onuselity would not produce a universe and

then leave it to its own devices but, on the contrary,

would be exercised an long as the universe or any of its

parte existed. For the metaphysical condition of the truth

of the proposition that A causes B is the reality of a

relation of dependence Cut a quo)in B with respect to A.

It is not, as the counter-positions would have it, an

imenable "influence" occupying the space intermediate

between A and B. It is not a change in A, for the fire

does not change when it ceased' to cook the potatoes and

begins to cook the steak. It is B as emerging or existing

or occurring in intelligible dependence on A. Bat no

contingent being is self-explanatory, and so every con-

tiagent being, as long as it is, is in intelligible

dependence on the self-explanatory being.
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In the.twenty-first.place, Gad would be the

first agent of every event, every development, every

emergent. For every such occurrence is conditioned, end

either the conditions diverge and scatter throughout the

universe or else they forma scheme of recurrence which,

however, emerges and survives only on conditions that

diverge end scatter throughout the universe. It follows

that only the cause of the order of the universe can be

the sufficient ground for the occurrence of any event;

further, since every development nnd every emergence

depends upon a complet of events, only the cause of the

order of the universe can be the sufficient ground for

any development or emergence.

It follows, further, that God applAes every

contingent sgent to its operation. For the agent operates

in accord with the pattern of world order when the con-

ditions of the operation are fulfilled; but the conditions

are fulfilled when other events occur;and God is the first

agent of each of those occurrences. Moreover, it follows

that every created agent is an instrument in executing

the divine plan; for its operation is the fulfilment of a

condition for other events; and so it is used by a higher

agent for an ulterior end. Finally, it follows that God

by his intelligence moves all things to their proper ends;

for Cod causes every event and applies every agent and

uses every operation inasmuch as he is the disuse of the

order of the universe.
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It !rill be. noted tat this account of divine

eontrol of events differs from the .accounts of both

Benez and Molina. For they ascribe divine control of

all events to the fact that God by a peculiar activity

controls aech. But on the !ibove analysis God controls

each event bemuse he controls ell, end he controls all

because he alone can be the cause of the order of the

universe on which every event depends. Moreover, though

our analysis is cast in eontemporary terms, one bas only

to replace modern by Aristotelian physics to arrive, I

believe, at the thought and expressions of Aquinas. See

my article on Gratis Operens, Theological :tudiea,üI1, 367)i

In the twenty-sepond place, God rould be the

nitiete final cauee of nny universe, the ground of its

valve, and the ultimate objective of all finnlistic

striving. For, as we have seen, the primary intelligible

would be incomplete if in it wore not to be graeped every

other intelligible; the prinery beirg rould be imperfect

in being if it could r t originate other being; and the

primary good lo!!ld be laoki...g in ,00dness if it were sterile

and could not he the source of other instances of the good.

Inversely, then, the secondnry intelligihles are intelligible._

bemuse of tha completeness of the primary; contingent

beings are possible becauae of the perfection of primary

being; and other instances of the good can arise becease

of the excellence of the primary good. But what is ,possible

because of tt4erfection and excellence of another, else sill.

be actual because of t hat parfuoZion aud exaeilence; and LID
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God's perfection and excellence must be the final cause

of everything else.

Moreover, a value is a possible object of

reasonable choice, and so the ground of value is the

ground of possibility in objects and of reasonableness in

choosing. But every possible world order is grasped in

the primary intelligible and derived from it; and any

actual world order is chosen by a willing that not merely

accords rith unrestricted understendirg but is identical

with it. Hence God would be the ground of the value of

any rorld order end, indeed, & grourdthet is identical

with the etendard of whet true value I.
,

Further, it has been seen that the immanent

order of this universe is a compound conditioned series of

things and ec1teme8 of recurrence realized in accord with

successive schedules of probabilities; and it has been

added that, from the viewpoint of unrestricted understand-

ing, the non-systematic vanishes to yield place to e fully

determinate and absolutely efficacious plan and intention.

It follows that finality is to be conceived more accurately.

Instead of an upward but indeterminately directed dynamism,

there is the intended ordination of each rotency for the

form it receives, of each form for the act it receives,

of esch manifold of lower acts for the higher unities and

integretions under which they ere subsumed. So it is that

every tendency and force, every movement and change, every

desire and striving are designed to bring about the order
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of the universe in the manner in ehich in That they con-.

tribute to it; and since the order of the universe itself

has been shown to be because of the perfection and excel-

lence of the primary being and good, so all that is for the

order of the universe is headed ultimately to the perfection

and excellence that is its primary source and ground.

In the twenty-third place, there follows a 	 -

transformation of metaphysics as we have conceived it. For

the metaphyeics of proportionate being becomes a subordin-

ate part tf, of a more 7enere1 retaThysice that envisages

the transcendent idea of being.

In the twenty-fourth plane, there follows a

transformation of the ethics based on restricted meta-

physics. For that ethics was concerned with the consistency

of knowing and doing within the individuol's rational self-

conscioesness. But now it is cleur that irue knowledge not

only is true but also ie an apprehension of the divinely

ordained order of the universe, and thnt doing consistent

eith knowing not merely is consistent with knowing but also

Is men's cooperation with God in the realization of the

order of the universe. Invereely, error becomes a deviation

not only frcbm truth hut also from God, and wrong-doing

tekes on the chterecter of sin agninst Go4.

In the twenty-fifth place, something must be said

about evil and sin. For it would seem that, since God is

the efficacious cause of everything in the universe, he
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must be the author of all its mils end responsible for all

its sins. But before leaping to that conclusion, let us

distinguish between physical evil, morel evil, and basic sin.

By basic sin I Minn mean the failure of free

will to choose a morally obligatory course of action or its

failure to reject a morally reprehensible course of action.

Thus, basic sin is the root of the irrational in man's

rational self-consciousness. As intelligently and ration-

ally conscious, men grasps and affirms what he ought to do

and what he ought not to do; but knowing is one thing and

doing is another; if he wills, he does what he ought; if

he wills, he diverts his attention from proposals to do

what he ought not; but if he fails to will, then the

obligatory course of action is not executed;again, if he

fails to will, his attention remains on illicit proposals;

the incompleteness of their intelligibility and the moo.

herence of their apparent reasonableness are disregarded;

and in this contraction of consciousness, which is the

basic sin, there occur the wrong action, which is more

oonspicuous but really derivative.

Next, by moral evils I shall man the consequences

of basic sins. From the basic sin of not willing what one

ought to will, there follow moral evils of omission and a

heightening of the temptation in lneself or others to

further basic sins. From the basic sin of not setting

aside illicit proposals, there follows their execution and

a more positive heightening of tension and temptation in

0
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oneself or in one's social milieu.

Finally, by physical evils I shall mean all

the short nkomings of a world order that consists, in son.

far as wre understand it, in a generalized emergent pro-

bability. For in such an order the unordered manifold is

prior to the formal good of higher unities and higher

orders; the undeveloped is prior to the developed; there

are false starts, break-downs, failures; advance is at

the price of risk; security is mated with sterility; and

the life of man is guided by an intelligence that has to

develop and a willingness that has to be acquired.

Now it is not difficult to grasp the relevance

of this threefold distinction to our problem. For a

problem is a question for intelligence; it defines an

intelligibility to be grasped; and clearly intelligence

cannot lwmp together basic sins, moral evils, and physical

ills.

In the first place, all that intelligence can

grasp witb respect to basic sins is that there is no intel-

ligibility to be grasped. whet is basic sin? It is the

irrational Why does it occur? If there were a reason, it

would not be sin. There may be excuses; there may be

Oallete4t01.WsA€tht. extenuating circumstances; but there cannot

be a reason, for basic sin aonsists, not in yielding to

reasons and reasonableness, but in failing to yield to them;

it consists not in inadvertent failure but in advertence end

in acknowledgement of obligation that, none the less,
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is not followed by reasonable response.

Now if bieeio sin is simply irrational, if

understanding it (=siesta in grasping that it has mo

then clearly it cannot b. in intelligible

dependence on anything eta°. But whet cannot be in Intel-

ligible dependence on anything ease, cannot have a °ewe;

for cause is correlative with efteot; and ar effect to

whet is in intelligible depemdenee on something else.

Titelly, it basic sirm cannot Wave a cause, God canmot

be their cause. tior does this conclusion contradict or

earlier affirmation ttet every event is eaused h7 C41,

Tor basic sin is not on ovnt, it is not something that

positively occurs; on the contretry, it consists in a fa-ilurvf,

of oceurrenee, in the absence in the will of a ressorxab.le

response to an obligatory motive.

ItUrther, then a problem contains the irratiomel,

it can be han6led eorrectly omly in a highly complex amid

twitical fashion. It the mettmcmtician attributed to

tmeginary numbers erectly the Name properties as he fluids

in real numbers, tten certainly he would blunder. A

graver but no less inevitable blunder awaits anyone that

fails to draw the distinctions /and follow the rules

necessitated by the Irrationality of basic sin. For ttme

familiar disjunction or the ovinciple of excluded stielati

(Either A or not Alone be repinced by a trichotmoy.

Besides what is positively and mtat simply is not, thfure

Is the irrational torstituted t).7: what could and ought to be
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but is not. Besides the being that God causes, ean& the

non-being that God does not cause, there is the Irrational

that God neither onuses nor does not cause but waits

others to perpetrate. Besides the actual good that God

wills end the unrealized good that God does mtvrill, there

are the basic sins that he neither wills nor does net will

but forbids.

Clearly, it is not evil but good to create a

being so excellent that it possesses rational eat-

consciousness whence freedom naturally follows. It is not

evil but !Tod to leave that freedom intact, to owertand

good indeed and to forbid evil, but to refrain firma am

interference that would reduce freedom to an

appearance. Consequently, it is not evil but good to

conceive and choose and effect a world order, even though

basic sins will end do occur; for it is only fellamy to

argue that basic sins either ore entities or nonentities and

that, if they ore entities, th y must be due to Go's

universal causslity, o4f they are nonentitiess they must

be due to Cod's unwillingness to cause the ()potato entities.0C 

There remain physical and moral evils, Now if the

criterion of good and evil are sensitive pleeslureaini

0	 pain, then clenray physical and moral evils are ultimately

evil. But the proper criterion of the good is intelLigi-

bility, and in ttis universe everything but basiceirt can be

understood and so is good. For the imperfection of the

lower is the potentiality for the higher; the vadevaped

•
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Is for the developed, and even mOrel evils through the

dialectical tension they generate head either to their own

elimination or to a reinforcenoat of the moral good. So

It is that et generalized emorgent probability can be grasped

even by our limited understending as an immanently and

highly intelligible order embracing everything in our

universe.

In the twenty-aixtfeplace, God is personal.

Though we began from the highly impersonal question, What

is being, though we have been working out the implications

of an unrestricted act of understanding in itself end in its

relations to the univerae, though we twee been speaking of

an object of thought, which if it exists, will be known

as an object of affirmation in the objeCtive domain of

being, still the notion at which we have arrived is the

notion of a personal being. As man, so God is a rational

self-consciousness, for man was made in the image and

likeness of God. But whet men is through unrestricted

4.desire and limited attainment, God is as unrestriVed

But an unrestricted act of rational self-consciousness,

however objectively and impersonally it has been conceived,

clearly satisfies all that is meant by the subject, the

person, the other with an intelligence and a reasonableness

and a willing that is his own.

Moreover, as the idea of being is the notion of

a personal God, so too it implies a personalist view of the

order of the universe. For that order is not a blueprint
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such as might be drawn up hs en architect for a building,

mor is it a plan such a 	 i1itbe imposed by a government

given to social engineering, but it is an intelligibility

that is to be grasped only by compounding classical and

statistical, genetic and dixilectical methods, that include*,

the commands and prohibitions that express the willing of

one about the willing of otIners, that has room for the

forbearance with which even omnipotent will refuses to

interfere with the will of other persons, that contains

the apparent anomaly of the trichotomy that goes beyond

the principle of excluded middle to make place for the VAX&

of basic sin.

20.	 The Affirmation of God 

Our knowledge of being is by intelligent grasp

and recsonr-ble offirmtion. By asking what being is, we

have been led to grasp and cmneeive what God is. Since

it has been shown that beim is the core of all meaning,

it follows that our grasp and conception of the notion of

God is the most meaningful of all possible objects of our

thought. Still every object of thought raises a further

question; for once the activity of intelligent consciousness

is completed, the activity of reflective consciousness

begins. Is then God merely an object of thought? Or is God

real? Is he an object of xecsmable affirmation? Does be

exist?

64
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Thee throe further questions ere one and the

same. For the real is being, and apert Iron being there

is nothing, 9e1ng is not known withut reasonable affir-

mmtian, and existence is the respect in rnith being is

known precisely inasmuch as it is affirned reasonably.

Hence, it is one and the same thing to say that God is reel,

that he is m object of reasonable affirmation, and that

he exists.

&gain, to affirm that God exists is not to

ascribe to tin the Existenz or gerorfen-1n-der-Telt-sein

of cristentielist thought. For such existence Is the

existence of plan, not as intelligently, grasped and reasonably

affirmed, imit as experienceing, inquiring, and reflecting,

yet not obtaining any definitive answers to his questions

about himself.

Further, while both the existence of any propor-
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Monete being and the existence of God are to be known

through a rationally posited 'Tess" it does not follow,

that both the existences are the same. For the meaning of`

the rres" varies with the question that it answers. If one

asks whether a contingent being exists, an affirmative

mower means a contingent existence. But is one asks

whether a self-explanatory being exists, an affirmative

answer means a self-explanatory existence.

Again, in the self-knowledge of a self-explanatm

being it would be one and the same thing for him to know

what he is and whether he is. For his knowledge of what

he is would consist in a grasp of the formally unconditioned,

arid as the grasp answers the question, What? so the uncon-

ditioned answers the question, Whether?

But it does not follow that the two questions

love a single answer in our knowledge. For when we grasp

what God is, our grasp is not an unrestricted act of u nd er-

standing but a restricted understanding that extrapolates

fran itself to an unrestricted act and by asking ever farther

questions arrives at a list of attributes of the unrestricted

amt. Accordingly, what is grasped is not the unreetricte&

act but the extleapolation that proceeds from the properties

of a restricted act to the properties of the unrestricted

act. Bence, when the extrapolation is Completed, there

remains the further question whether the unrestricted at

is just an object of thought or a reality.

°
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It follows that all forms of the ontological

. argument are fallacious. For they argue from the coneeption

of God to his existence. But our conceptions yield no more

than analytic propositions. And, as has been seen, one can

effect the transition from the analytic proposition to the

analytic principle only inasmuch as the terms and relations

of the propositton occur in concrete judgments of tent.

Hence, while thro is no difficulty in so conceiving God

that the denial of his existence would ue a contradiction

in terms,. till that conception yields no more than an
rib-Jar:bye-4.r% (AC ehtl•A•

analy ic principle only if we can affirm in a concrete

Judgment of fact that God does exist.

The Anselmian argument, then, is to be met by

distinguishing the premi4, Deus est 22o. maius,00giteri 

noluit. One grants that by appropriate definitions and

syntactical rules it can be made into an analytic proposi-

tion. But one asks for the evidence that the terms as

defined occur in concrete judments of fact.

The Cartesian argument seems to be from the

concept to the existence of a perfect being. This would

be valid if conceiving were looking and looking were

knowing. But that view involves the counter-positions;

and when one shifts to the positions, one finds that am-

ceptions beSome knowing only through reflective grasp of

the unconditioned.

The Leibnizian argument is from the possibility
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to the actuality of God. As we have seen, God is either

necessary or impossible. But he Is not impossible, for the

notion of God is not a contradiction in terms. Therefore,

he exists necessarily. But the mAjor is only an analytic

proposition, and so the conclusion can be no more	 n an

analytic proposition. Further, the reason offered for the

minor calls for a distinction. If there is an omnipotent

God, and if omnipotence consists in the power to produce

whatever does not involve an internal contradiction, then

the absence of internal contradiction proves possibility.

But if one dons not presuppose the existence of divine

omnipotence, then the absence of internal contradiction

proves no more than the coherence of an object of thought.

However, if the ontological argument is to be

regarded as fallacious, it may mawn that there is no

possibility of affirming rationally the existence of God.

For our distinction between analytic propositions and

analytic principles is equivalent to the verification

principle of the logical positivists. But there seems no

possibility of verifying an unrestrieted act of understanding

either in our external or in our internal experience. And

even if the experience were possible, still there would be

needed the fact before the existence of God could be

affirmed reasonably.

This objection, however, rests on an identification

Of the notions of verification and of experience. Yet

clearly if the law of falling bodies is verified, it is not
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experienced. Al]. that is experienced is a large aggrlite

of contents of acts of observing. It is not experience but

understanding that unifies the agtiregate by referring them

to a hypothetical law of falling bodies, it is not ex-

perience but critical reflection that asks whether the data

correspond to tIle law and whether the correspondence

suffices for sn affirmation of the law. It is not experi-

ence but a reflentive grasp of the fulfilment of the

conditions for a probable affirmation that oonstitues the

only act of verifying that exists for the law of falling

bodies; and similarly it is a reflective grasp of the

unconditioned that grounds every other judgment.

Moreover, the point to the demand for a transition

from analytic propositions to analytic judgments primarily

is a distinction between different types of unconditimed

and only secondarily does it involve a resemblance to the

verification principle. There is a virtually moonditimed

that has its conditions fulfilled solely by acts of defining

and postAjting; auch is the analytio proposition. To

this virtually unoondioned there can accrue a further

fulfilment inasmuch as what it defines nnd what it postulates

also prove to be virtually uncondiined; such is the analYtie

principle. This further fulfilment arises in concrete

judgments of foot, such as occur in the process of verifi-

cation; and so our position resembles that of the logical

positivists. But resemblance need not be identity. For

unlike the logical positivists, we are completely disillus-

ioned of the notion that knowing the real is somehow

0
t	 ' 	 •
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looking et whet is already out there now. Unlike them, we

have much to say about the unconditioned and, indeed, it is

tn the unconditioned that we place the whole marine:and

force of verification.

On the one hand, then, the ontological argpmant

is to be rejected, for conception alone is an tneutricient

gMovnd for judgment. On the other hand, what has to be

added to more conception is, not an experience of God,

hut a grasp of the unconditioned. Affirming is an intrin-

sically rational act; it proceeds with rational necessity

rrorn grasp of the unconditioned; and the unconditioned to

he grasped is, not the formally unconditioned that God is

and that unrestricted understnnding grasps, but the virtu-

say unconditioned that consists in inferring God's

existence from pramis4es that are true. There rmmaine

but one more preliminary. Already we have remarked

but again we must repeat that proof is not some automatic

process that results in a judgment, as taking an espirtn

relieves a headache, or as turning on a switch sets the

digital computer on its unerring way. All that can be set

down in these pages is a set of signs. The signs an

represent a relevant virtually-unconditioned. But grespdng

it and making the consequent judgment is an imminent set

of rational consciousness that each has to perform for

tinaelf and no one else can perform for him.

The existence of God, then, is known as the

oaxiclusion to an argument and, Thile such arguments are
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many, all of them, I believe, are included in the followiNg

general form.

If the real is completely intelligible, God

exists. But the reel is completely intelligible. Therefore,

God exists.

To begin from the minor preruisA, one argues that

being is completely intelligible, that the real is being,

and that therefore the real is completely intelligible.

Now being is completely intelligible. For being

le the objective of the detached, disinterested, unrestricted

desire to know; this desire consists in intelligent inquiry

and critical reflection; it results in partial knowledge

inasmuch as intelligent inquiry yields understanding and

critical reflection grasps understanding to be oorreot;

but it reaches its objective, which is being, only when

every intelligent question has been given an intelligent

answer and that answer has been found to be correct. Being,

then, is intelligible, for it is what is to be known by

correct understqnding; and it is completely intelligible,

for being is known completely only when all intelligent

questions are answered correctly.

Moreover, the reel is being. For the real is

whet is meant by the name, real. But all that is =ant is

either a mere object of thought or else both an object of

thought and an object of affirmation. The real is not

merely an object of thought; and so it is both an object
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of thought and an object of affirmation. Nor is the real

merely some of the objects of both thought and affirmation

but all of them. And similarly being is all that is to

be 'mown by intelligent grakL) and reasonable affirmation.

If this coincidence of the real and being pre-

supposes an aeceptance of the positions and a rsjection

of tie mounter-i;ositions, the reader will not expect at

this stage of the argumuni, any repetition of the basic

points that have been made over and over again in the

preceding pages of this work. To accept the positions is

to accept one's own intelligence and reasonableness and

to AEA by that acceptance. To reject the mounter-

positions is to reject the interference of other desire

with the proper functioning of the detached, disinterested,

and unrestricted desire to know. Bence, every counter-

position leads to its own reversal, for it is involved

In incoherence as soon us tho claim is made that it is

grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably; and an intel-

ligent and reasonable subject cannot avoid inekin,! that claim.

A-
There remains the major premisAl namely, If the

reel is completely intelligible, then God exists. The

argament may be oast as follows.

If the real is completely intelligible, than

complete intelligibility exists. If complete intelligi-

bility exiats, tile idea of being exists. If the idea of

being exists, then God exists. Therefore, if the real is

completely intelligible, God exists.

.....mummwmftweglemmOMMWeammolummomftftli
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incomplete as long as it can inquire. Finally, material

intelligibility necessarily is Incomplete,  for it is con—

tingent in its existence and in its occurrences, in its

genera and species, in its classical and statistical laws,

in its genetic operators d the actual course of its

emergent probability; moreover, it includes e merely

empirical residue of individuality, mon-oolantable infinities,
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Let us comment on each of the premis4es in turn.

First, if the _real is oompletay intelligible,

then complete intelligibility exists. For just as the

reel could not be intelligible, if intelligibility were

non—existent, so the real could not he completely intelli—

gible, if complete intelligibility were mon-existent. In

other words, to affirm the complete intelligibility of the

real is to affirm the complete intelligibility of all that

is to be affirmed. But one cannot affimm the complete

intelligibility of all that is to be affirmed without

affirming complete intellip;ibility. And to affirm complete

intelligibility is to know its existence.

Secondly, if complete intelligibility exists,

the idea of being exists. For intelligibility either is

material or spiritual or abstract: it Is material in the

objects of physics, chemistry, biology, end sensitive

psychology; it is spiritual when it is identical with under-

standing; and it is abstract in concepts of unities, laws,

ideal frequencies, genetic operators, dialectical tensions

/i;s6!*144' to.6.4r 
and conflicts. But abstract intelli&ibility necessarily isA
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particular places and times, and.for systematic knowledge

a non-systematic divergence. It follows that the only

possibility of complete intelligibility lies in a spiritual

intelligibility that cannot inquire because it understands

everything about everything. And such unrestricted under-

standing is the idea of being.

Thirdly, if the idea of being exists, God mists.

For if the idea of being exists, at least its primary

component exists. But the pri,lary component has been

shown to possess all the attributes of God. Therefore, if

the idea of being exists, God exists.

Such, then, is the argument. AS a set of signs

printed in a book, it onn do no more than indicate the

materials for a refleoti7e grasp of the virtually uncondit-

ioned. To elicit such an act is the work that the reader

has to perform for himself. Further, inasmuch as any

reader has been impressed by the widely diffused contem-

porary view that the existence of God cannot be proved,

he will be wondering just where the fallacy lies, just

when the unjustified step wao taken, in the foregoing

endeavor to accomplish the reputedly impossible. Let us

Join him in his reflection.

Certainly, there would have to be some fallacy in

the argument, if it did not presuppose a complete break

with the various currents of modern thought that insist on

atheism or agnosticism.' But such a complete break does
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exist in the.rejection, root and:branch, of the counter-

positions and in a complete acceptance of the positions.

Granted that the real ia being, granted that being is known

by intelligent grasp and reasonable affirmation, then God

is a reality if he is a being and he is a being if intel-

ligent grasp conceives him and reasonableness affirms what

intelligence conceives. Again, granted the exclusion of

all obscurantism, intelligence is committed to the effort

to conceive a notion of God; for if the real is being,

then one must face the question, What is being? and as has

been seen, the answer to that question includes the answer

to the question, What is God? But the answer to a question

for intelligence necessarily raises the corresponding

question for reflection, and the exclusion of obscurantism

once more commits us to an effort to answer. If the answer

Is negative, atheism is correct. If no answer is possible,

agnosticism is correct. If the answer is affirMative, theism

is correct. The only issue is to decide which of the three

is the answer to be given by the unity of empirical, intel-

ligent, and rational consciousness that I happen to be.

Finally, if I am operating in the intellectual pattern of

experience, if I am genuine in my acceptance of the domination

of the detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to inquire

intelligently and reflect reasonably, then I have no just

grounds for surprise if I find myself unable to deny either

that there is a reality or that the real is being or that

being is completely intelligible or that complete intelligi-

bility is unrestricted understanding or that unrestricted
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understanding is God.

Still, a conclusion can contain no more than its

.premiskes. If at the start one does not know (hat God

exists, at least that knowledge must emerge in the process

if it is to be present at its end. Where, then, in the

process does knowledge of God's existence mmke its implicit

entry?

It is a fair question but to answer it a distinc-

tion has to be drawn between 1) affirming a link between

other existence and God's and 2) affirming the other

existence that is linked to God's existence. The second

element lies in the affirmation of some reality: it took

place in the chaptier on Self-affirmation, and it was

expanded to the universe of proportionate being in subsequent

chapters. The first element is the process that identifies

the real with being, tien identifies being with complete

intelligibility, and finally identifies complete intel-

ligibility withAunrestricted act of understanding that

possesses the properties of God and accounts for everything

else. In this process the expansive moment isithe first:

for if the real is being, the reel isziobjective of an

unrestricted desire to understand correctly; to be such an

objective, the real has to be completely intelligible,

for what is aot	 not tie objective of a
d.

desire to understand, and what is not completely intelligible

is the objective, not of an unrestricted desire to under-

stand correctly, but of such a desire judiciously blended

with an obscurantist refusal to understand. Once this

0
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expansive moment is achieved, the rest follows. The real

• cannot be completely intelligible, if complete intelligi-

bility is unreel. Nor can complete intelligibility be real,

If the unrostricted act of understanding is merely an

object of thought. For the intelligibility of the merely

conceived is not real; the intelligibility of material

reality is dependent on a merely empirical residue and so

it is incomplete; the intelligibility of inquiring and

developing intelligence is seeking its on completion and

thereby proclaiming its incompleteness; and so the cdszy

possibility of an intelligibility that is at once complete

and real is the unrestricted act of understanding.

Yet who are we to pretend to knowledge of every

possibility? Night not there be some further alternative?

Might not intelligibility be both real and complete in some

quite differemt fashion that lies beyond the narrow confines

of our comprehension? There might be, if we were ready to

take refuge in the counter-positions or to give way to our

tendencies to obscurantism. But the presupposition is that

we are not. And if we are not, then the possible is pos-

sible being, being is intrinsically intelligible, and the

intelligible either is identical with understanding or else

related to it as something that could be understood. But

intelligibility or the latter type is incomplete, for it

is conditimed in its very intelligibility by its relatiom

to something else. Nor is inquiring

ttlAitai44I4J	 understanding; complete. So there re

and developing

Ala a as only the
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unrestricted act of understanding. Nor is there eny pars-.

dox in our claiming-to envisage all possible alternatives;

for if we can know that our attainment is extremely

limited, we oan do so because our knowledge springs from

an unrestricted desire to understand correctly; and so it

Is one and the same unrestricted desire that both reveals

to us the vastness of the range yr possibilities and, by

the same stroke, definee the baaic conditions that every

possibility must satisfy.

Finally, it may be objected that, for all we

know, an unrestricted act of understanding may be a contra-

diction in terms. But at least an unrestricted desire to

understand correctly is not a contradiction, for it is a

fact. Nor has contradiction any other origin but the ex-

istence of different acts of understanding with respect

to the same object. Nor does contradiction imply impos-

sibility unless reality is completely intelligible. But

the unrestricted act of understanding is a single act, so

that contradiction cannot originate from it; and only

because the unrestricted act grounds ell that is and would

ground all that could be, is it true that the contradictory

cannot be.

11.	 Comparisons and Contrasts

It has been argued that our metaphysics of propor-

tionate being supplies a universal viewpoint, and now that
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that metaphysics has been transformed to inoluds trans-

cendent being, we must 'ask whether the ualversal viewpoint

remains.

First, then our oonception of God as the unrestrie-

ted act of understanding coincides with Aristotle's con-

\ ceptioa of the unmoved mover as %(076 15 vo4-JSr
0	 - 4	 /

\/070 (5 bas the same reclining as voli3 in the famouso

,-))
/0-

47,

Secondly; the series of ett-ibutes we have found

in the unreetrioted act of understanding reveal the identity

of our conception eith Aquinas conception of God as ,ipsum

intellkgeresipsum esse, summum borium, the exemplar,

efficient onuses first agent, and leut end of all else that

is or could be. Among Thomists, however, ttiere is n dis-

pute wleother psuTn intellieere or itleUM ease luks1.alu2 is

logically first among divine attributes. As has been men

in the section on the notion of Gad, ell other divine

attributes follow from the notion of an unrestricted sot of

understanding. Moreover, since we define belief/ by its

relation to intelligence, necessarily our ultimate is not

being but intelligence.

statement on insight in the De Inime, Agf voal Õ vouS

1/4 ns-
-Ts si	 ,/ Toriss	 TA	 . Nor is there any—

thing fanciful about such an iuterpretation. As Aristotle's

metaphysics of matter nt0 form corresponds to n psychology

of sense and insight, so Aristotle's separate forms are,

not Platonic Idea without intelligence, but identities of

intelligibility in act with intelligence in act.
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Thirdly, es Aquinas, so have we rejected the ontological

argument and every other claim to immediate knowledge of

God. However, as we have argued mediately from the reality

of creatures to the reality of Cod, so we have nmde explicit

the implioataon of this procedure by d1stinguiShini3 two

levels in metaphysica. For if ornturee are known by us

before God is known, then there is in our knowledge a

metaphysics af proportionate being that is true as a matter

of fact and as a matter of fact reveals the ontological

structure of the proportionate universe. But mare, matters

of fact cannot be ultimate for intelligence, and so from

proportionate metaphysics we we led from contingence thro

causality to being as at once transcendent ides and

transcendent reality.

Fourthly, the five ways in which Aquinas proves

the existence of God are so many particular caws of the

general statement that the proportionate universe is

incompletely intelligible and that complete intelligi-

bility is dfflmanded. Thus, therf, is an argument from

motion, because the transition fran potency to act is

conditioned and an unlimited aggregate of conditioned

transitions does not add up to complete intelligibility.

There is an argument from efficient causality, for the

intelligitaa dependence of effect on cause becomes completely

intelligitle only if there is a cause that is intelligible

without being dependent. There is an argunent from

contingence, for the contingent is as a matter of fact,

•	 '
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end the matter of fact Is not oinipletely intelligible.

There is an argument from the several level of being,

for the many can be completely Intelligible only by being

related to the one and unique. There is an argument from

the order of the universe, for the intelligibility of an

order is nonditioned in its intelligibility by its relation

to an intelligence.

Fifthly, besides Aquinas' five ways, there ere

es many other proofs of the existence of God as there are

eapeote of incomplete Intelligibility in the universe of

proportionate being. In particular, attention must be

drawn to the epistemological problem. For as nothing in

the proportionate universe is a ,lomplete intelligibility,

so our knowing is not. Inversely, unless ve know some

reality, there is no possibility of deducing the existence

of God. It followe that first we must establish that as

a matter of fact we know and that ea a matter or feet there

is some reality proportionate to our knowing. For only

after the facts are known can we entertain ony hope of

reaching an explanation of the poesibility of a correspon-

dence between our inquiry end understanding, our reflection

and judgment, and on the other hand the real us it really is.

Accordingly, we are led to disagree with whet

seems to have been Schleiermacherta procedure. Correctly he

maintained that our knowing is possible only if ultimately

there Is en identity of Denken and Seth. But it does not 

0 
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follow that in our knowledge such an identity must be

spromtically first. And so it does not follow that the

whole of our knowing rests on a belief, prompted by

religious feeling, in the ultimate identity. As has been

seen, our own unrestricted desire to know defines for us

what we must moan when we speak of being, in the light of

that notion we can settle by intelligent grasp and reason-

able affirmation what in fact is and what in fact is not,

and whlle this procedure does not explain why every possible

and actual reality must be intelligible, It does settle

whet in fact already is known to be true and, at the same

time, it gives rise to the further question that asks for

complete explanation and complete intelligibility.

4
Sixtly, as the metaphysics of proportionate

A

being.; rests on the isomorphism of the propertiomate known

to the knower, so the transition to the transcendent is

effected by proceeding from the contingent subject's unre-

stricted desire to know to the transcendent subject's

unrestricted act of understanding. Again, as the structure

of proportionate being can be deduced from the structure

of the contingent subject, so certain general properties of

any possible universe can be deduced from the attributes

of the transcendent subject. However, while the meta-

physics of proportionate being can be developed by appealing

to cannon sense and to the empirical sciences, the general

properties of any possible universe are bound to remain

generalities in our knowledge for we have no empirical

knowledge of other universes than the one in which we otist.  

C 
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There follows a corollary of conside able

theological importance, namely, that our knawiodgr of

possible worlds is, in gelr,rta, no more than nn inference

from our knowledge of God. Thus, because God 13 omnipotent,

one on infor that every non-contradictory statement would

be true in sone possible vorlo. 3ecailoe divine wisdom

equals divine power, one can say that every possible world

would be ordered in accord with infinite wisdom. Because

divine goodness accords with divine wisdom, one can say

that any possible world would be worthy of infinite good-

ness. But because our understanding is not the unreetrieted

act, we are not in a\position to go into details. Briefly ,

we are committed to the sobriety of Aquinas in the twenty-

fifth question of the first part of his Summa Theologise,

. and we are led to reject as methodologically unsound the

Sootist view that a question becomes scientific when it

is raised with respect to all possible worlds. The fact

is that a question then usually becomes indeterminable, end

to no small extent the sterility of later Scholasticism

seems attributable to its mistaken conotiptpris on the

nature of scientific knowledge.

Seventhly, if our account of the notion and the

affirmation of God may be placed within the Aristotelian

and Thomist tradition, it also meets the requirement of

explaining the existence of other views. For though we have

gone beyond the metaphysics of proportionate being to the

transcendent idea and transcendent reality of being, still

nu r ha of ooerat ions has remained the same. We raised
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the question of the notion of God by tasking what being is.

We answered the question whether God exists by affirming

that the real is being and that being is the completely

intelligible objective of an unrestricted desire to under-

stand correctly. Nicr was it obscure at any decisive point

in the process that we were reaching our answers br re-

maining tree to the positions and hr rejecting the counter-

positions. But the polymorphism of human consciousness

is not suppressed by the mere fact that a men is asking

what and whether God is. Accordingly, just as our notion

and affirmation of God result from the positions, so

other views on the divinity may be reached by supposing

different stages in the development of the positions and

in the aberration of the counter-positions.

It follows that the universal viewpoint of pro-

portionate metaphysics has been preserved yet expanded.

For a viewpoint is universal in the measure that 1) it is

one and coherent, 2) it raises issues too basic to be dodged,

and 3) its analysis of the evidence is penetrating enough •

to explain the existence of every other view as well as to

0 establish its own. But the notion and affirmation of God

is one, for God is one; it is coherent, for coherence

results from the amity of a single act of understanding, and

God is a single, unrestricted act of understanding. Again,
444--

' to ask what being is/‘whether the real is being, is to raise

questions that are too basic to be dodged. Finally, as our

answer results from the positions at the present stage of

their development, so other answers (at least if we prescind
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for the moment from the mystic's affirmation of the inef-

fable and the believer's affirmation of a divine revelation)

can be derived by assigning different values to the vari-

ables in man's polymorphio consciousness.

To illustrate this conclusion briefly, the

positions develop primarily inasmuch as sense is distin-

gnished from understanding end both sense and understanding

from judgment, and they develop secondarily inasmuch as

the positions are distinguished sharply and effectively

from the counter-positions. Pythagoras and Parmenides,

Plato and Aristotle, Augustine and Aquinas are the great

names in the primary process, while the break-down of

medieval Scholasticism and the methodological efforts of

modern philosophy set the problem of the secondary develop-

ment, and the advance of mathematics and empirical science

provide the precise information needed to effect it.

In the measure that the primary and secondary

developments have not occurred or are not assimilated, not

only is human consciousness polymorphic but its various

components are unresolved. Man affirms the divine, and

obscurely he knows what he means. As best he can, he

expresses his meaning, but his resources for expression

are =impel to the task. He can give God a name, but

there are many tongues, and so there are many names. He

can indicate divine attributes by analogy, but he camnot

disassociate the analogies he employs from their imperfections.

To make God a cause is also to relegate him to the past,'
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to make him an end is to postpone him to the future; to

insist upon his immediacy and relevance to the world and

to human living is to involve him in the hearth and the

family, in the emphases of patriarchal and matriarchal

arrangements, in the concerns of hunters and fishers,

of agrioulturaliats, craftsmen, and nomads, in the interests

of property and the state, in the occupations of peace and

war. The fourfold bias of the dramatic and the practical

subject of common sense re-appears in the conception of

the divine and by this reinforcement and sanction it heads,

first, to an ever fuller expansion but, ultimately, to its

own reversal. So the empires of the Mediterranean basin

gathered the gods of their peoples into pantheons; syn-

eretista reduced their numbers; ellegoriste gave new

meanings to their exploits; and philosophers discovered

and preached the primacy of the Intelligible and of the Ons.

Still the emergence of philosophy as a distinct

field of inquiry merely transposes the issue. The many

gods give place to the many philosophies. The intelleC-

tualism of a Plato and an Aristotle is opposed by the

atomism of a Leucippus aid Democritus. Time divides the

Old, the Middle, and the New Academies. The Lyceum deserts

the fifty odd unmoved movers of Aristotelian cosmology to

settle down to empirical research. Philosophy itself

becomes practical in the primarily ethical concern of Cynic

and Cyrenaic, of Epicurean 8nd Stoic, and tte brilliant

speculation of a Plotinus ends in the more effeetive

oddities of a Proolus and Jamblichus.
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'Main, if t4e sustained monlheism of the
^

liebraic and Christian'traditions and of sacs of tteir

offshoots can be argued to exhibit a historical singu-

larity, it cannot be aid to taw exorcised the polymor-

phism of human consciousness. Besides the true believers,

there have been the heretics. The apparently monolithic

front of medieval Scholasticism, on closer inspection,

splinters into schools and lthin each school men discute

about their special orthodoxy. Behind the certitudesi)of

a comItion faith, there arise the doubts and denials ab:mt

the independent range and velue of Lumcn rc6so1. The

Cartesian rebirth is followed by the opposition of ration-

alism and empiricism. The Keatian compromise is deserted

for idealism on the one hsad and for irrationalism on the

other. To fill the increasing vacuum, science becomes

scientism to proclaim that aa the earth is just one of the

planets, so min iu just one of the brutes, God is just

projection fro; the psychological depths, and religion

is just a facade for economic) and social interests.

0

Now if tha notion and affirmation of God pertain

to the positions, not in cly incidental fashion, but as

necessary answers to the inevitable questions about t!le

idea of being and the identity of being with the real, it

follows that t!.:e counter-positions, over u.:stained by the

polymorphism of human consciousness, will involve pre-

philosophic) notions of the divine in the mythical, will

generate counter-philosophic Gisconceptions,Adesaish end

denials and will tend to corrnot even correct notions and

affirmations if they are unsUppOrted by an effective

criticisu of the influences thet rise from the unconscious

0
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Into human sensitivity and intersubjectivity and that

invade the realm of truth at the demand of tribal, national,

economic, and political necessity and utility.

If then the procedure of the present chapter in

conceiving the vture and affirming the reality of God

appears to be excessively laborious, complex, and difficult,

it would be unfair to overlook the fact that our concern has

been, not to select the easiest approach to the notion of

God, not to offer the simplest proof of his existence,

but so to advance from thaf proportionate to transcendent

being that the universal viewpoint, attained in the earlier

stages of the argument, might be preserved as well as

expanded. It is an old,saying that veritas est una at

error multiplex, but even truth changes its appearance as

human understanding develops, and it is not a negligible

advantage to be able to account from a single base not only

for the changing face of truth, not only for the multi-

plicity of error, but also for the worst of enemies, the one

In a man's own household, that so spontaneously and so na-

turally tends to adjust and color the truth one knows to

0

	

	
the exigences of one's sooio-cultural milieu and to the hue

of one's temperament.

0	 1
Eighthly, because it is difficult to know what

our knowing is, it also is difficult to know *at our

knowledge of God is. But just as our knowing is prior to

an analysis of knowledge and far easier than it, so too

our knowledge of God is both earlier and easier than any    

0 0
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attempt to give it formal expression. For without any

formulation of the notion of being, we use it whenever we

inquire and understand, reflect and judge. Without any

explicit repudiation of obscurantism, we ask questions

and further questions in our search for the intelligible

and unconditioned. But all that we know and can know

about ourselves and about the world around us, raises the
A.0

same futher question; for itA knownto be just as a matter

of fact through a reflective grasp of the virtually

unconditioned; and the ubiquitous and inoessent further

question emits only one answer, namely, an intelligi-

bility that formally is unconditioned. So it is that,

just as all men understand what they mean by the "nature

of..." though they are at a loss to sr-y what they mean,

similarly they all understand what they mean by God though

they are at a loss when asked to explain so basic and

familiar a notion. Again, just as every inquirer knows

something; when he knows that there is a nature to be known

though he still has to discover whet the nature is,

similarly everyone knows something when he knows that

there is a God even though he entertains no hope of ever

reaching an unrestricted act of understanding and so

knowing whet God is. Again, just as the notion of nature

can be misused by the gnostic and the magician yet, if

used properly, provides the dynamic base on which the

whole of scientific knowledge is erected, so too the

notion of God can be corrupted by mythical consciousness

14.A4 Leek	 and distorted by misibed practicality yet, if used

affill.••••nftimmiorie	

0
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properly, it supplies the dynamic base on which rise not

only the whole of intelligent and rational knowing but

also the whole of intelligent and rational living.

Finally, just as misuse of the notion of nature makes it

ridiculous in the eyes of those most eager to know what

is to be known by understanding, so too misconception an

misuse of the notion of God lead to its rejection by the

very men that are most insistent in denouncing obscurant-

item, in demanding judgments to rest on the unconditioned,

end in calling for consistency between knowing and doing.

But if one is eager to know what is to be known by under—

standing, one can ridicule the notion of nature only

because one does not know what the name means; and if one

is genuine in denouncing obscurantism and in demanding

the unconditioned, either one already adores God without

naming him or else oue haa not far to go to reach him,

Ninthly, we have admitted the existence of a

critical problem because man's unrestricted desire asks

more questions than man's limited attainment can answer;

we have contended that a solution to the problem must be

piecemeal because questions of possibility are to be settled

only by appealing to facts; and we have pointed out that

the piecemeal solution becomes methodical in the =ware

that it executes a comprehensive and effective strategy

in selecting the facts to which it successively appeals.

Earlier elements in the strategyi which we have been

following i already are familiar to the reader; but it

AllpnIIM.,,M1./1/# • •••,41....
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remains to be shown that the feet that ve pan conceive

God as the transcendent idea and affirm him as the

transcendent reality of being not only is oontinuous with

all that has gone before but also is its culmination.

Our subject has been the act of insight or

understanding, and God is the unrestricted act of under-

standing, the eternal rapture glimpsed in every

Archimedean cry of Eureka. Understanding meets questions

for intelligence und questions for reflection. The

unrestricted act meets all at once; for it underatands

understnnding and all the intelligibility based on it;

end it understands its own understanding es unrestricted,

invulnerable, true. Whet is known by true understanding

is being, and the being known by unrestricted understanding's

self-knowledge is primary being, self-explanatory, uncon-

ditioned, necessary without any lack or defect. The good

Is the intelligible, and so the primary being also is the

primary good. As intelligibility with-mt intelligence

would be defective, so also would truth wlthout affirming,

or the good without loving; but God is without defect,

not because the act of understanding is complemented by

further sets, but by a single net that at once is under-

standing end intelligible, truth and affirming, goodness

and loving, being and omnipotence.

Our subject has been understanding in its genesis.

It arises in intelligent and rational canseiouenees but,
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before it arises, it is anticipated, and that anticipation

is the spontaneous ground that, when reflectively ()nu-

cleated, becomes the methods of science and the integral

heuristic structure implemented in the metaphysics of

proportionate being. But the fundamental anticipation is

the detached, disinterested, unrestricted desire to under-

stand correctly; the fundamental assumption is that the

real is coincident with the grounded intelligibility to be

known by correctumderstanding; the fundamental reflective

enucleatton of all intelligent and rational anticipation

and assumption is to conceive the idea of being, and

thereby the notion of God, and to affirm that the real is

being, and thereby to affirm the reality of God.

Our subject has been the flight from understanding

In the sootosis of the dramatic subject, in the threefold

bias of common sense, in the murkiness of mythical conscious-

ness, in the aberrations of the a)unter-philosophies. But

it is not the spirit of inquiry that refuses to ask what

being is, nor critical reflection that ignores the question

whether bing and only being is the real. It is not flight

from understspling that forms the notion of an unrestricted

act of understanding, nor the demand of rational conscious-

ness for the unconditioned that draws back in alarm when

there arises a demand for the formally unconditioned.

It is by tbe positions that the notion of God is developed

and the affirmation of God is sustained, and it is by the

oounter-positions that the issues are misconceived and oonfuset.
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Kant spoke of a transcendental illusion and, if

what he meant has been shown to be a mistake, the expres-

sion survives to generate distrust. But it is not the

detached and disinterested desire to understand correctly

that can be named an illusion, for it is interference with

that desire that is at the root of all error. Nor can the

unrestricted desire be named a transcendental illusion,

for there has to exist SOMA illusion before it can be

either immanental or transcendental. Nor can one say that

the pure desire exists, that it is not illusory, yot in

fact it is not unrestricted. After all, Fantiens and

positivists are not deluded but merely mistaken when they

endeavor to restrict human inquiry within bounds that

everyone naturally end spontaneously transcends.

What, then, is critical method? It is method

with respect to the ultimate, method applied to the most

basic issues. Now it has been seen that the method of the

empirical sciences rests on the heuristic structure of

man's desire and capacity to understand data correctly.

In similar fashion the method of metaphysics consisted in

Integrating and implementing classical and statistical,

genetic and dialectical methods. Critical method differs

from other methods only in its subject-matter. As they,

so it grasps and affirms an object correlative to the

desire. As they, so it insists both that general

statements can be made about the object before it actually

is understood and that such statements, thougi valid and 

0
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true and useful, fall far short of what is to be known

if understanding is attained'. Inbrief, critical method

neither is nor can be the bland procedure of consigning

transcendental issues to oblivion. Just as scientific

method does not repudiate the notion of nature but makes

it explicit and precise as the indeterminate funotion

to be deternined as the ideal frequency from which actual

frequencies cannot diverge systematically, as the genetic

operator, as the dialectical tension and opposition be-

tween the pure desire and human sensitivity, so critical

method does not repudiate the notion of God but formu—

lates it as the unrestricted act of understanding and

works out its general attributes. Just as scientific

method does not confuse knowledge of method with its

fruits, so critical method does not confuse our formu-

lation of unrestricted understanding with a claim that

we understand everything about everything. Just as the

scientist is reedy to abandon every scientific hypothesis

and theogY without losing confidence in the correctness

of scientific method, so the metaphysician affirms the

reality of what the scientist seeks to know, and the

critical thinker does not allow developments in the notion

of God to generate any doubt that it is one and the same

being to which all men, refer whether they are more or

less successful in conceiving him, whether correctly they

affirm his existence, or mistakenly they deny it.
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